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TO OUR FRIENDS:

The New Year is a time for planning and definition, and for a journal such as ours, it is

appropriate to say something very old, which yet may be new to some of our readers, as it was to

us. The other day we chanced to see, quoted by the authority on Catalan coins, Botet y Siso, the

definition of coin given by St. Isidore of Seville, before 636 A.D. It differs less in effect than
method from good modern definitions. St. Isidore stuck to the essentials that must be part of the

plan of making a coin. Says he:

In numismata trio, quaeruntur-. metallum, figura, et pondus ; si ex iis

aliquid dejuerit, numisma non erit. (In coins three things are requisite,

metal, type, and weight; if one of these fail, it will not be a coin.)

Consider how inclusive it is; the often brought up ideas of the nature of the group making
it, size, and guarantee of value are omitted, as not wholly essential. Metallum is possibly a little

overexclusive, for it is possible to substitute a few substances that can be treated as if they were
metals for what we should now call by that word. But unless durable material

,
type, and weight

are matters of standardization with the maker, we do not have a coin.

Coins are the basic material of numismatic study, and from the word for coin our science

takes its name. By extension the numismatist studies not merely coins, but such other objects as

in form or purpose are closely allied to coins, and he may take into consideration certain recognized
media of exchange which in theory have led up to coinage. Our magazine is devoted to the study
of numismatics in no illiberal sense, the old and the new, the grand and the humble, the true coin
and its false copy, even the objects that are merely related to coinage form our field of interest.

We began with that as an ideal, and think we have lived up to it.

We began with an old but perhaps unfamiliar statement; and will end with an older and
familiar one. To all numismatists, and to all men of good will, we wish a Happy New Year.

(P. S. The Ratisbon Klippe is owned by Kimpolung; the Vanderbilt token by Mr. Topping.)
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THE MEANING OF THE TYPES OF ROMAN REPUBLICAN BRONZE
By Thomas Ollive Mabbott

The general subject of the significance of the types of the ordinary bronze coinage of the Roman
Republic—a set of types, it will be recalled, which the Romans adhered to for more than a century

—

has received very little attention. We began this article under the impression that we should find a good
deal of discussion, and perhaps no little controversy. But actually so little seems to have been said

that we find ourselves dealing with an unexpectedly unworked field. The explanations set forth below
are to some extent apparently new, and we preface them with the statement that we believe some modi-
fications may be necessary later on. But at the same time we would state that we think it indubi-

table that the series of types is a very carefully chosen and harmonious grouping (in view of its long
continuance in use), and that it is capable of interpretation. The lack of previous work on the signi-

ficance may of course be partly chance, but we believe that common acceptance, without much exami-
nation, of one erroneous identification prevented easy perception of the system underlying the choice

of the divinities.

In approaching a subject of this kind, it is necessary to examine the facts, and then to make
some assumptions. The facts are little a matter of dispute or real uncertainty. The necessary assump-
tions are not very numerous, but they include our belief that when the normal coinage of the libral aes

and its five divisions was at first planned, the types were chosen by the authorities (presumably the

Roman Senate itself) after careful consideration, and had a meaning; that this meaning was generally

understood at the time, and continued to be usually understood while the designs remained in use, and
that the fundamental ideas were harmonious, aesthetically and religiously. That is to say we believe

the early Romans were careful to avoid offense, and, as primitive people, were poetic.

We do not believe that decision on choice of the types was left to laymen alone, but that the

college of augurs, and other religious authorities and perhaps mere soothsayers may have been con-

sulted to confirm the designs as appropriate and of good omen. It is to be admitted that highly

religious people like the early Romans (we might call them superstitious:) sometimes do unexpected
things because of "portents” but we believe that a portent need not be predicated, when a harmoni-
ous and reasonable set of ideas can be suggested as the basis of action. Pliny has remarked that

the Romans even in his day gave great attention to numbers, odd or even. We have therefore assumed
that—even if little consideration was given to this at the beginning—nothing wholly inappropriate

will be found in the relation of the divinities and the denominations. 1 We also could not accept the

view that the Romans set out to depict their principal divinities; they had but six places to fill, and
more than six principal divinities. Some particularity must have been the basis of selection, and we
have now found it in

"
founders and protectors of the city, who also might be appropriate patrons of

copper money.” We also believe there was a harmonious relation between obverse and reverse types.

With so much assumption, our study is based on the coinage and the literature about it, the

coins themselves being regarded with the greatest respect. These we have tried to study first in origi-

nals, where accessible to us, secondly in the illus rations given by Babelon, Haeberlin (Aes Grave

)

‘This is not to be overemphasized, except at one point; our own discontent with the received system of interpretation
arose from the horrible impropriety of putting Jupiter in second place. Mr. Mattingly permits me to say that he had independently
concluded the head on the semis was Saturn. References to him include much in private letters. We do not wish to claim
agreement on other points; he has not read this paper in full.
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Grueber (BMC, Roman Republic') and Bahrfeldt (Nachtraege

,

3 vols.)
2 Normal types have been con-

sidered first, but the variations of certain moneyers have been regarded as significant. All variations

are probably significant, but some are more easily interpreted than others. One series of coins, an un-

happily rare issue of three colleagues, Cn. Domitius, M. Silanus, and Q. Curtius uses as reverse types

the symbols of the divinities on the obverse. These coins are the most important documents for

the understanding of the types, as they are in a sense the earliest existing commentary on them. We
use the phrase "three colleagues” throughout when referring to it. A few other variants are of obvi-

ous importance as indicative of limited changes of idea.

The ancient literary references to the subject are sadly slight, but have been collected by

Eckhel (Doctrina, K,l4). The most important for our subject are Ovid, Fasti, I, 229ff; Athenaeus,

XV,46, quoting from a lost work of Draco of Corcyra; Macrobius, Saturnalia, 1,7 ;
and the famous

passage in Pliny, N.H., XXXIII, 13. None of these ancient works were written by men interested

in coins, except perhaps Draco. But all, while obviously to be used with caution, have in them, we

are convinced, elements of truth, and what they say of bronze coinage is capable of far greater har-

monization with actual coins than is usually admitted by moderns. We frankly regard Draco as the

most reliable, as a writer of a treatise on gems may be assumed to have had some slight interest in

coins. These ancient comments all deal principally with the ace,
3 none with the set as a whole save

by implication. The material about the types may be briefly stated thus.

Janus, who settled the Janiculum, invented ships, wreaths and bronze money. Janus received

Saturn who came to Italy; associated him in his rule at Rome. Hence, says Draco, many Italian and

Sicilian coins bear the head of Janus, and reverse types of ships or wreaths. The Roman coins bear

the ship in honor of Saturn’s visit. Roman boys tossing coins said "Heads or ships.”

The above is a composite, and omits certain discrepancies. Macrobius, a late writer, (5th Cen-

tury A.D.) seems to have thought Janus struck the coins; whereas we suppose the original idea was

he was the inventor of copper as money (aes grave and aes signatum)
;
from Grueber’s language we

think some persons thought Janus visited Saturn who had come first; Pliny (and Fronto) talk about

prows on the larger coins, and the triens and quadrans bearing a complete ship. The idea that Janus

actually did strike money is of course absurd, but does not mean that all the statements that accompany

it are nonsense, particularly if they coincide with actual evidence. It does not matter which divinity was

believed to have arrived first in Italy, (though we agree with Ovid in thinking Janus more appropriate,)

because what is hinted is a story that the coins relate to the association of Janus and Saturn. The re-

mark about the complete ships comes from writers who presumably were not themselves much inter-

ested in coins; our explanation is that they relied on some earlier writer who had met with an anti-

quary who showed him a quadrans of P. Calpurnius (See BMC,I,l4l) which does have a complete

ship, and perhaps some similar triens,—These were no doubt very scarce in ancient times (excessively

rare today) and the treasures of the collector, but taken for the regular type by some man of letters.

Anybody who has observed the remarks of persons who care little for coins will think of modern par-

allels for such misunderstandings. Draco, by the way, writes as if he had looked at a coin or two

2 The only piece not really well illustrated is the bes; that on our plate seems to us an imnrovement It mav be added
that our references in text to BMC at times will only guide the reader to a picture elsewhere.

3 This word is in Latin "AS” but both the pronunciation and associations of this word and "nr?” fmimerl are confusing
in English. We have followed Sir George Hill in adopting the spelling "ace”, which is of course familiar as a word for uni?
to every reader.—It should be added here that Eckhel has some additional observations on Janus in connection with Fontus
in his remarks on denarii of the Fonteia family.
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himself. Let us now proceed to an examination of the coins themselves; first of obverse types, by

denominations, in the original set of six values. Typical specimens of the early cast issue are illustrated

on one of our plates.

ACE ("AS”) This great standard coin, originally a Roman pound in weight, bears obviously

the strange two faced head of Janus. He was the god of beginnings, sometimes worshipped in terminal

form, and hence a most appropriate person for the coin which is fundamental to the series, and bears,

when marks of value appear, the sign "I”. His identity is testified by ancient writers; no difficulty

has ever appeared in the matter, he was a founder of Rome, for he settled on the Janiculum, there

received his friend Saturn, was the reputed inventor of copper money, hence an appropriate patron

of the mint, and he was associated with prows and wreaths, as well as with Saturn. Nevertheless,

some of the variations of the type in later times are enlightening, for they make it clear he had close

association with several other divinities, not alone with Jupiter, as we learn from literary sources. He
was the reputed father of Fons or Fontus, a divinity who resembled his father in the peculiarity of

having two faces — the founder of the Fonteia family, upon whose coins he is represented. He had

close associations with Mercury and Hercules, for on one type of the ace of L. Rubrius Dossenus, we
find the faces of those divinities, with tiny symbols, caduceus and club, used on a Janiform head as a

substitute (BMC, 1, 31 3)—an important bit of evidence for the fact that the gods on the original six

obverses were closely associated, since association with Saturn has literary evidence already. The ace

of Cassius and Salinator (BMC, 1,321) shows above the head a crescent, which suggests the early money-

ers were aware of the connection of Janus (Dianus) with Diana. And the variations of C. Vibius

Pansa (BMC, 1,296) in his singular exchanging of types with his colleague, Q. Titius, shew that the

Romans were well aware of the significance of Janus, not only as an agricultural divinity and a begin-

ner of the day (Pater Matutinus ) ,
but as a god of generation which, after all, is very important begin-

ning.
4 As time went on, a good deal seems to have been felt possible with variation of the type; on

what is probably its last use, the faces are assimilated to those of the issuer, Pompey (BMC, II, 367) !

But the original idea is not hard to find, the god of beginnings, a founder of Rome, and an associate

of the divinity whose temple housed the treasury.

SEMIS. The head is that of a bearded OLD man, who is to be recognized as Saturn. On
the semis of the three colleagues, Cn. Domitius, M. Silanus, and Q. Curtius, the set of coins where

instead of the prow, the reverse types are the symbols of the gods represented, the reverse bears a

harpa, and Bahrfeldt rightly recognized that the person represented was Saturn. Although the head

differs in no way from the usual type of the semis, Bahrfeldt failed to perceive that the clue to the

whole series lay here; that the divinity on the semis was wrongly supposed to be Jupiter.
5

4 This symbolism is in no way offensive, but perfectly plain; on the semis of Pansa, apparently, there are two kinds of
head, which have been called fine and crude. Actually the former is the regular head of the god, the latter a substitution of a
mask of some such divinity as Pan or Mutinus Titinus, quite as carefully planned as any type on the series. Titius claimed
descent from Mutinus Titinus, who was a form of Priapus; on this series the masculine symbolism of both Janus and Saturn
is emphasized; Hercules and Mercury, as the ace of Dossenus may suggest, have similar symbols; all are not only associated as
patrons, but as fathers of Rome. Sir James Frazer had to drag in an African fetich to “explain” Janus! We illustrate specimens
of Pansa’s coinage, including the semis with the mask.

5 Saturn’s temple was the place of the treasury; and probably the first mint, the literary allusions talked of the association
of Janus and Saturn, the picture is always of an old man, no symbol connecting him with Jupiter is ever found, no literary allu-

sion. The placing of Jupiter Optimus Maximus, (the best and greatest) in second place is so horribly inappropriate that it must
cause anyone with feelings for dignity (such as the Romans had in high degree) the greatest uneasiness. But the bearded man
had been taken for Jupiter, and the difficulty (which is actually the starting point of our investigation) has been dismissed
without comment or with a far fetched idea that Janus began, Jupiter then favored by omens. Actually Janus Pater was perhaps
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But the modern tradition — absolutely without ancient foundation, so far as we can learn

(and Eckhel cites not a word) has made it impossible to see any real harmony in the six types of the

series. S, the initial of and sign of semis or half, is the initial of Saturn, he was the second ruler of

the Cosmos, he seems to have been the second to arrive in Italy (after Janus) and that kindly old

person (for to the Romans despite his connection with the grim Greek Kronos, Saturn was the ruler of

the happy old days, the patron of the festival when slaves were free, and everyone rejoiced, and in-

deed a kind of Roman Santa. Claus') was the most appropriate person in the world to take second

place. We have written rather lengthily of this, but "a perfect consistency is a perfect truth and

once Saturn is recognized we have a perfectly consistent set of types. When he is wrongly identified

we have a set of which the proper patron must be Chaos.
6

TRIENS. A helmeted female head, that of Minerva. She was the protectress of the Trojans,

while her Palladium was kept, and the Romans believed they had it. She is a goddess of righteous-

ness, and so appropriate to fair dealing and a good symbol on a coinage intended
>
to be fair and

honest. The three colleagues give as her symbol the aegis, which as the child of Jupiter alone, she

wore when wielding the thunderbolt. The number four is even, and feminine, but also, as the first

real square a symbol of power, for which the mo t powerful of female divinities is appropriate.
7

QUADRANS. The head is that of Hercules in lion skin. The three colleagues accompany him

by the club, bow and arrow. Hercules was connected with the cave of Cacus on the Aventine Hill.

That he was according to some traditions a founder of Rome can hardly be doubted. Not only was

he well known as a founder of cities, but when Commodus was posing as the new Roman Hercules,

he went through ceremonies of founding Rome as a colony. Even to so eccentric a person as Com-

modus this could hardly have occurred as a good idea had there not been some tradition in the matter.

The numerical symbol is three dots, and three is a symbol of strength, appropriate enough for

Hercules. The club sometimes is shown beneath head on obverse, (BMC. 1, 147).

SEXTANS. The head is that of Mercury, who wears the Petasus, or winged hat. On the coin

of the three colleagues, the symbol is the caduceus. He was obviously the patron of the Arcadians

who were traditional founders of Rome under Evander, his son, who built Palatium on the Palatine

Hill, and kindly received Aeneas, according to the story used by Vergil, (as Mattingly points out

to us). He is, among other things, a god of trade, one of whose symbols is the purse. The number
two is ordinarily of unpleasant significance, but appropriate to a divinity, who is connected with the

world, and with Hades. The imaginative will perhaps see another significance in two pellets, the

mark of two, which is highly appropriate to Hermes, and the terminal figures under which he was

sometimes worshipped. He was of all divinities the best choice for the type of two uncias. For close

association of Mercury and Hercules with Janus, see discussion of the ace of Dossenus, above.

so closely connected with Jupiter, that the latter was thought of as already on the coinage — at any rate, under the name Jupiter,
he was not a founder of Koine. I he point is that in a series where no order was observed one might put almost any god anv-
where, except the greatest god would have to be somewhere other than second. Jupiter was according to legend the THIRD
ruler of course chronologically; he never took second place at all. Mattingly writes us he had come to the conclusion the head
was that of Saturn be ore we communicated our idea to him. H is language in some printed statements shows his hesitancy over
the Jupiter idea. See Pliny, III, 9, on Saturma and Antipolis (Janiculum), towns on site of Rome.

6 Our illustrations show the aged types of the semis, but that of L. Rubrius Dossenus is shown because its types and exis-
tence have been doubted. We have recently been fortunate enough to find a specimen which shows it ?s of norma? type and

ITfnre^
313) -.Obverse, Head of Saturn, r„ behind it S; Reverse, Prow right,

before it S, above DUS, below (L.R) VBRI. Bronze, 23 mm., wt. 6.25 gr. (much worn); Dies half upset to left.

StSSTffiSA- ,h' c‘ pi“,in' Tr“' '• SrfTSi b7
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UNCIA. The type is a helmeted head, beardless, and pretty surely feminine. It is the most
difficult to interpret of all the series.

8

The helmeted female head has often been called Roma, but it has been objected that the person-
ification of the city is not known as a divinity so early as the presumed issue of the first uncia. Both
the writer of this article and Mattingly had independently arrived at the idea that the person repre-
sented is the tutelary divinity of the city. The true names of city and goddess were secret, (Pliny,
III, 9; XXVIII, 4). As the Romans had a formula for appealing to the tutelary divinity of a town they
attacked, it was natural that they kept from general knowledge the real name by which their own pat-
ron could be addressed! It is even possible, we think, that the head was shown in a rather sexless
fashion as part of the secrecy; it was only the exact name and identity of this divinity that was secret,
the existence of a guardian was known to everyone. Later on Roma is shown as an armed female, prac-
tically not to be distinguished from Virtus, In Greek Virtus or Strength is PWMH—Rome, or Roma in
Latin. The secret name probably was some synonym for "Virtus” possibly "Valentia.” The single pellet
representing unity or strength is appropriate.

It should be remarked that on the unciae a good many irregular types occur. In part we think
the tiny size of the coin when struck on late reduced standards may account for this, in part perhaps
that outside of Rome, the head of the highly impo tant local divinity may have been avoided. Lest
we be thought to dodge difficulties we cite the uncia of L. Philippus, with head of Saturn and reverse,
a dog! Nevertheless, there is a second reverse type of the uncia that occurs with some frequency, a
wreath, and this is discussed below.

REVERSE TYPES

L PROW. Taken by Eckhel correctly, we think, as interpreted by Macrobius, this is connected
with the visit of Janus and Saturn; it is also no doubt a general symbol of trade and commerce. Al-
most all early types of Roman coinage seem to relate to motion and circulation.

9
It should be observed

that confirmation of the extieme antiquity of this story is found on the denarii of the moneyers of
the Fonteia family (BMC.I,192ff, and II,292ff). C. Fonteius, one of whose coins is illustrated, shows
as obverse, a young Janiform head, supposed to be that of Fons or Fontus, son of Janus, legendary
ancestor of the family. The reverse shows a galley (interpreted in pedestrian manner as allusion to a

naval victory in the past) and a very strange galley it is. The rowers wear Phrygian caps, and the

pilot is an odd looking old person who may have two faces. If so, he is surely Janus, ancestor of the

family descended from his son, but he is possibly Saturn, the friend of Janus. Incidentally allusion

to a naval victory of a Fonteius is not absurd, but the caps of the rowers are to our mind connected
with the Saturnalia, and the "pilot” is no ordinary man.

,.
The three colleagues give no help, for they present the one sure variant in their set, an unhelmeted head of Apollo with

his symbol the lyre on the reverse Much as we are impressed with the importance of their ideas, we are not prepared to see in
the ordinary type a helmeted Apollo, such as that of Amyclae, but believe that a substitution was made, and an appropriate one
since a single pellet, the mark of the uncia is also symbolically the omphalos, symbol of Apollo.

9 Mommsen rejected the idea of Macrobius as too fanciful, but his own substitution, based on no ancient statement, “asymbol of naval power .is lacking in imaginative insight;—it is as dull as the design of a 19th Century coin, and has no con
ceivable harmony with the obverse types. Had a lesser man proposed it we should dismiss it with even less ceremony.. Babylonwished to connect prows with the rostra in the forum — and this goes Mommsen one better for inappropriate interpretation Lestwe seem, too disrespectful, we remind readers that we are upholding the view of no less a person than Eckhel, and “where doctors

disposes ofTaWton’s [dfa completely
°Plm°n ^ deve,°Pments tend to C0Ilfirm - The occasional occurrence of full ships
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Variants of the prow type are few; but whole ships, two prows, three prows, and prows and

sterns associated with gates (?) occur, all more or less late. Roman ships usually had eyes painted

on them, and almost if not quite all numismatic prows show them—the prows are thus heads of ships,

and the whole or the part may not have seemed to matter much to those who planned the original

series.

II. WREATH. The only other reverse type which occurs often enough to be thought to be

a matter of regularity is the wreath, which does occur on more than one issue of the uncia, both with

and without the head of "Virtus” or PWMH. We illustrate it from the very rare coin of C. Allius

Bala, which may or may not be a Roman issue of the city; but more regular pieces occur, though

specimens of late unciae are now decidedly uncommon, see references at BMC, II, 588. We emphasize

the wreath type, for it seems to us to confirm Draco. The types of head of Janus with wreath as

reverse are found often on ''Roman issues in Sicily” but we seem here to find the type turning up

on Roman issues themselves.

ADDITIONAL DENOMINATIONS, not in the original series.

Early additional denominations. There are five of these, and since they occur first in issues of

reduced weight, there is no doubt they were not planned with the original set of six. They are of

short duration also, and do not occur with the "family series”—although one denomination was re-

vived and is familiar in the Imperial series, the dupondius. The early additional denominations are

three multiples of the ace, the decussis, tripondius and dupondius; and the half and quarter uncia.

The reverse types are prows, the obverses for the most part repeat heads found on the original set,

Minerva on the dupondius, Hermes on the semuncia, "Virtus” on the quarter. The head on the

tripondius and the huge and excessively rare decussis is apparently the same divinity, a beardless

person wearing a helmet with odd flaps and a griffin’s head crest. Sharply differentiated from all the

other heads on the series, and almost surely feminine, the head is not quite like any other we know on

the whole range of Republican coins, save the head on some few "Romano-Campanian” silver pieces,

(BMC, II, 126); the Phrygian helmet suggests connection with Troy. We doubt that she is Virtus, or

Diana, or Juno. Is she possibly Venus, mother of Aeneas?
10

The Additions of C. Cassius.

Dodrans and Bes. These two unusual denominations are (at Rome) late experimental addi-

tions, or rather substitutions; they were first issued together by C. Cassius. No second issue of the

bes has been found, though a solitary specimen of slightly later dodrans of Metellus is known, and

it must be remarked that the extraordinary scarcity of the piece suggests that nothing can be hazard-

ed about the absolute abandonment of the bes after one issue. However, it is clear that the type

of the dodrans was continued by the second known issuer, and hence was thought of as a standard

design. Nevertheless, the first bes and dodrans were issued when the monetary magistrate chose the types

of his issue, and it is clear that C. Cassius took into consideration both the tradition, in the matter of

the prow, and the necessity of appropriate invention for the obverse. His choices are easily under-

stood, they relate to the traditions of his family, and to patron divinities of the mint at the same

time. The types chosen by the Cassia family usually relate to the goddess Libertas. See BMC,I,153f.

10 For the present we omit discussion of the relation of the round bronze coinage to the great bronze bricks or bars. The
famous piece with eagle and thunderbolt on one side, Pegasus and ROMANOM on the other seems to us to relate to Jupiter and
Mutinus Titinus—and hence possibly to forms of Janus and Saturn?
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The Dodrans is a piece of 9 unciae, of the ace, and seems to be issued when the ace was in

abeyance. The mark is S:., and the type is a head of Vulcan, his symbolic tongs behind him. He
wears a pointed cap with a wreath design on it. Vulcan as god of fire and metal work is an obvious
mint patron. His cap is appropriate to his field of labor, but its shape is that of a "Phrygian cap”
which of course is the symbol of liberation, and relates also to the Saturnalia. (The number is odd,
and the divinity masculine; no difficulty about Vesta was present, she was not supposed to be portrayed
at this time). The Bes is a piece of eight unciae, or 2/3 of the ace; the mark is 5:, the head is of a

person with long curls and an unusual wreath, generally (and rightly) called ivy. The coin is very

uncommonly met with; there was none in the British Museum when Grueber wrote, and his illus-

tration is the woodcut used by Babelon, in this case a caricature of the original. The British Museum
now has a specimen, but our photograph is from our own coin, formerly Nordheim’s. Grueber fol-

lowed the idea the head was Bacchus; Bahrfeldt, on basis of the feminine appearance of the best pre-

served specimen decided it was Venus. The odd thing is that neither scholar seems to have thought
of the usual name given Bacchus by the Romans, Liber Pater, Father Liber, and of course that is what
Cassius had in mind when he had his new type to choose to go in a set where the silver showed Liber-

tas. It should be added that the head on the coin illustrated seems to us definitely masculine; Bacchus
of course has often some feminine qualities in art, and his appearance on an even number is inoffen-

sive.

These two additions are thus found to be obviously planned to be in tolerable harmony with

the original set, but with a harmony of their own, on the principles of choice of mint patrons, pat-

rons of the Cassia Family also. (It is a little fanciful, but I am tempted to see Vulcan as the patron

of the striking of coins, Liber, the pourer, as patron of the casting of the blanks, which were definitely

cast at the period of issue.) The pieces occur in a set without an ace.

Some surprise has been expressed at the omission of certain divinities. We feel that selection

had to be made, and that if but six heads were needed, no divinity was omitted who had so good a

claim to a place as those' chosen. Jupiter hardly founded Rome, and was present in his children, Her-

cules and Minerva. The Romulus legend is not at this time considered fundamental as it later became,

or, Mattingly has suggested to me, perhaps Romulus was sometimes thought a son of Hercules. In

any case the Saturnian group is emphasized.

CONCLUSIONS. The great bronze coinage of the Roman Republic, the "heads and ships”, are

seen to be planned as a harmonious series, honoring divinities who were founders or protectors of the

city, and appropriately connected with Janus and Saturn, patrons of copper money and the mint. The
reverse type alludes to the settlement, the invention of money, and perhaps to trade. The original six

divinities, Janus, Saturn, Minerva, Hercules, Mercury, and "Virtus”(?) are a closely related group, and
when additions had to be made less closely related persons had to be found with some difficulty. The
ancient moneyers continued to understand the meaning for at least a century, though taking greater

and greater liberties as time went on with the tradition, they did not wholly abandon it until after the

time of Pompey. Ancient literary allusions, though late, are in general fairly correct interpretations,

allowance being made for slight confusion. Modern interpretations have been hampered and confused

by the slow recognition of the evidence for the identity of Saturn on the semis.

In the plan of the great bronze coinage, so long adhered to, lay the germ of the pecularly

Roman use of types on silver money relating to the families of the moneyers. As the principle of

selection of the divinities on the bronze was parental relation to Rome, it was an easy extension of the

idea of founding fathers of the whole city or its geographical parts, to commemoration of the ancestors

of the families which were each an integral part of Rome.
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A PUZZLING NATIVE MEDAL OF THE NEW WORLD
By E. Gallo-Ruiz

(In the present article, Professor Gallo-Ruiz has considered his subject primarily from

the aesthetic point of view. The medal itself, despite the long years it has been known, has

attracted far less attention than might have been expected, and we feel that it deserves discussion.

It should of course be pointed out that some question might be raised as to the date of the

object, whether it be really Pre-Columbian or not is perhaps a question easier to ask than to

answer. For no matter what it is the object is obviously of a special kind, and of sufficient

antiquity to merit the interest of all who care for the numismatics of the two Americas. Ed.)

Among the parallel developments of the OldWorld and the New World one could refer to a

long list of techniques and arts which historians have enumerated over and over. But only recently

found a reference in J.
T. Medina’s "Medullas Coloniales Hispano-Amencanas,” Santiago de C 1 e,

1900 (pages 7ff ) to a Mexican medal, described at length and illustrated in a book by P. F. Cabrera,

written in the last part of the eighteenth century. Now that the New World, and more particularly

Mexico is finding an artistic mode of expression in various fields, the discussion ot this medal, no

less than the archaeological remains of the pre-colonial civilizations, acquires a great significance, pre-

haps to reveal an aesthetic tradition or an aesthetic innovation in the new world.

In the manuscript "Teatro crhtco americano" by Pablo Felix Cabrera, of the city of Guatemala,

mention is made of a Mexican medal which may have some interest to the history of numismatics.

This work appeared in an English translation made in London in 1822, from which in the following

year a German version was published. I feel that the publication of this medal, now accessible only

m the rare books of Cabrera and Medina, deserves a wider circulation. With this in mind the re evant

passages about the medal are here quoted from the English translation.
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Cabrera speaks of the brass medal of which two specimens were found, one of them now ir

the possession of Don Ramon Ordonez; the other, which was my own, I presented to the King (of

Spain) ... on the 2nd of June, 1794 . . .
(the drawing is in all respects the same as the original,

except being rather enlarged.)” (p. 53.) These medals, with other information helped to "elucidate

a few historical fragments, which have been related by writers of the greatest authority . . .” (p. 54.)

"The medal is a concise history of the primitive population of this part of North America, and
the expulsion of the Chichemecas from Amaguemacan, the capital of which, indubitably was, the Pal-

encian city, hitherto sought for in vain, either to the northward of Mexico, or in the north of Asia. This
history, comprised in so small a compass, is the best panegyric that can be given, upon the sublime

genius of its inventors, of whose descendants, at the time of the conquest, it was a matter of doubt,

whether they possessed rationality or not. On one side, the first seven families to whom Votan dis-

tributed lands, are symbolized by seven trees; one of them is withered, manifestly indicating the ex-

tinction of the family it represented
;

at its root, there is a shrub of a different species, demonstrative

of a new family supplying its place. The largest tree is a ceiba, wild cotton, placed in the midst of the

others, and overshadowing them with its branches; it has a snake, Culebra, twined round its trunk,

showing the Hivite, the origin of all these seven families; and the principal posterity of Cadmus in

one of them ...” (p. 54.)

"The reverse of the medal shows other seven trees, with an Indian kneeling, the hands joined,

the countenance sorrowful, the eyes cast down, in the act of invoking divine help in the serious tribu-

lation that afflicts him: this distress is typified by a crocodile on each side with open mouth as if

intent on devouring him. These devices, doubtless imply the seven families of the Tzequiles, whom
Votan says he found on his return from Valum Chivim.” (p.55.)

Cabrera, quoting Clavigero, gives a picturesque explanation of the bird on the top of a tree,

on the obverse of the medal. This bird he thinks refers to the idol Huitzilopochtli, which "is a name
composed of two words, Huitzilin the beautiful bird we call Chupaflores (the humming bird), and
Opochtli to the left. This name was given on its left foot (p. 97) ... This god having been pro-

tector of the Mexicans, led them, (p. 98) according to their own account, during many years of their

wandering life, and at last settled then in the place where they built the great city of Mexico. On his

head was beautiful plumage, shaped like a bird; on his neck a collar composed of ten figures of

human hearts; in his right hand a staff in the form of a serpent; and in his left a shield, on which
were five balls of feathers disposed in form of a cross” (p. 99). To this story refers the bird of

the medal.

Various questions may occur to the reader. Is this the only reference to a Mexican medal?
Is this a medal at all? One can answer the first question with a negative for at least another historian

speaks of Mexican "medals.” Father Las Casas, in ''Historia de las Indias,” Vol. Ill, p. 485, referring

to the various presents that Montezuma sent to Cortes when he landed in Veracruz, mentions some
medals ("medallas”)

1

and small animals of gold. One can hardly doubt that this object is a medal,

and that it is adapted to the medallic function the way it is generally understood. There is, to begin

with, a circular metallic disc with obverse and reverse. The figures are in low relief, and evidently

describe or commemorate an event, not necessarily the one described by Cabrera, but some event at

1 Did Las Casas perhaps use medalla rather loosely for something to his mind resembling a decoration ? Ed.
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any rate. One can discard the validity of the entire set of quotations, which by no means I propose as

being factual, but one cannot deny that this medal is a type of narrative art, aiming at some description

which may be of the nature of a legend or a history. In any case there is a medal. This, again,

is an object to be seen and read, or a participation in the arts of space and time, and its setting, just

like in the European medal, is the human hand.

This medal, like any other medal made by the Mexican Indians before the arrival of Cortes,

differs very profoundly in its origin from the European medals. It is well accepted that Pisanello got

the idea for his new creation from ancient Roman medallions and coins. Far less successful attempts

were previously made in the fourteenth century by the goldsmiths of the Duke of Berry in medallions

representing important persons or Christianity. But one can safely conclude that the medal in either

case had a monetiform origin, with a parallel in the contorniates, which appeared in the fifth century

of the Empire. "These are the large copper fields resembling coins, struck on the occasion of the public

games and exhibitions, and presented or sold to the spectators.”
2

These, the beautiful decadrachms of

Syracuse, the large Roman coins and the ancient medallions are, no doubt, the direct ancestors of the

Italian medal.

Coming to the Mexican medal the problem of origin is altogether different, because the Pre-

Columbian Indians had no money in the shape of metallic discs, as it was known to the Europeans.

The natives of the American continent had instead of coins other means of exchange. When Cortes

arrived at the court of Montezuma the cocoa bean was used as money. Other means of exchange

among the Indians were shells, textiles, gold dust, feathers, small blankets, corn, cocoa, T-shaped figures

of copper plate, etc.

Since none of these various objects have the shape of coins the way we understand them, the

Mexican medal could not have a monetiform origin, but it grew independently without reference to

the media of exchange. This gives to the New World Medal a unique birth, which is not the case in

Europe, where coins are the parents of medals. Perhaps the nearest ancestor of this indigenous medal

is to be found in sculpture, in the circular reliefs, often decorative, that existed in Mexican sculpture.

The idea could very well pass from a more monumental art of sculpture, generally used to decorate

temples, to a portable art having for its setting the human hand.

AN UNPUBLISHED IMITATION OF A COIN OF PONTIUS PILATE

AND OTHER ANCIENT IMITATIONS OF JEWISH COINS

By Harry J.
Stein

The inedited coin here published is an imitation of the coins of Pontius Pilate of the general

type of the 16th, 17th and 18th years of the reign of Tiberius. They may be described: Obverse,

Lituus, TIBEPIOY KAICAPOC. Reverse, Date within a wreath. Madden (1881) p. 182. B. M. C.

Palestine, plate xxix, nos 5, 6, 7, and 8.

The imitation which appears, unquestionably, to be ancient has on the obverse only a curved

line as a crude attempt to simulate the lituus. The style of the letters of the legend is extremely poor.

The word KAICAPOC is omitted. On the reverse, within the wreath, the date appears crudely in re-

trograde. There is no doubt that the coin is not an official issue of the procuratorial mint.

2 C. von Fabriczy, “Italian Medals”, London, 1904, p. 4. (Many theories have been advanced on the nature of con-

torniates. We are personally satisfied that Sabatier was on the right track in thinking them game pieces, rather like checkers. E-d.)
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Since there exist crude copies of other coins of the Jewish series, it is appropriate to take this

opportunity to place new emphasis on them. They are a group of coins which have not yet received

the attention they deserve.

The British Museum Catalogue (Palestine) recognizes imitations of the so-called "anchor-wheel”'

type of Alexander Jannaeus.

The bronze coins of the Second Revolt with the name of Simon of the "palm tree - grape vine”

variety have also been imitated. These coins do not appear in the British Museum Catalogue, but

several of them have already passed under the writer’s observation.

There are now before me three types of imitations of Jewish coins, the origins of which are

obscure. Perhaps I shall know more about them at some future time, but for the present I am
restricted to what can be learned from an analysis and comparison of style, and to such deductions as

do not appear to be farfetched.

The imitation of the above coins of Pontius Pilate, although crude, may not be barbaric. The
characterization of any imitation as barbaric is relative and must not be loosely applied. It is just as

likely that this imitation was struck at a place where there was a fair degree of civilization, but the

dies cut by an inexperienced engraver with so little skill that he was unable to incise well formed

letters or objects. The shapes of the letters of the name of Tiberius (TIBEP COY can be read, the

tau being malformed and the rhs retrogade) show some acquaintance with letter formations, although

the characters which take the place of the date are only an attempt at LIZ (retrograde), for Year 17

of the coin used as model. It does not, however, derogate from the fact that from the obverse of the

coin it appears that the dies were cut by one with some knowledge, though scanty, of the Greek alpha-

bet.

The anchor-wheel type of the coin of Alexander Jannaeus is bilingual. The obverse legend

is in Greek. The reverse legend, giving the King’s name, is in Hebrew. The imitations can be divided

into two classes ( 1 ) those on which the Greek legend is well formed and the Hebrew legend a cacograph,

and (2) those coins on which both legends are cacographs.

As to the first kind, it will be noted that although the style of the Greek letters varies some-

what from the regular issues of Alexander Jannaeus, there is no doubt that the engraver of the

imitation was adept at engraving true Greek letters. He was, however, so unfamiliar with Hebrew
that although the characters are sharply defined, they are senseless.

One might deduce from the facts that the imitation of the coin of Pontius Pilate and of the

first class of the imitations of the anchor-wheel type of Alexander Jannaeus bear passable Greek le-

gends, and the latter coin an atrocious facsimile of the Hebrew legend, that both varieties had their

origins with people in Greek speaking territory. From the circumstance that these people resorted to

copying types of Judaean coins instead of creating their own designs, shows that they were backward

and lived in the neighborhood of Judaea. They would have no reason to imitate coins other than

those which circulated among them. Since eastern Syria and Coele-Syria lying to the north east of

Palestine were occupied by such peoples, it is not unreasonable to attribute to them these two classes

of coins. It may be added that the imitations of the coins of Alexander Jannaeus may not be contem-

porary but struck after the fall of the Seleucid dynasty by those who were sympathetic to the Jewish

cause against the Roman invaders.
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Now, the second class of the imitations of the coins of Alexander Jannaeus is undoubtedly bar-

baric. Neither the Greek nor Hebrew legends approach simulation. Both sides of the coin and the

planchets are crude to the extreme. The die cutter was not only unskilled but also uneducated. For-

tunately he had just enough ability to let us know what he was trying to imitate. This die cutter may

also be presumed to have worked where Jewish coins circulated, and among people with Jewish sym-

pathies, but the product is so rude that it may be traced into the hinterlands far to the east, possibly

to nomadic tribes of the desert, whose degree of civilization befits the coin.

The imitation of the bronze coin of the second revolt of the palm tree-grape vine type, bearing

the name of Simon, has totally different characteristics which are clearly distinguishable from the pre-

ceding coins. The legends are all unintelligible, but they show a marked stylistic trend toward the in-

scriptions on Himyaritic coins. It is certain that the engraver did not know Hebrew, but his style shows

that he was ah Arab. The coin was therefore probably struck in Arabia Petraea or Arabia Felix, near

enough to Judaea to stimulate the reproduction of its coins, and where there was considerable sympathy

to the Jewish cause against the Romans, as proven by the reproduction of this insurgent type.

There is a bare likelihood that these imitations were struck for the purposes of trade in such

seacoast cities as Gaza, Ake or Tyre. That is to be discounted, however, because in those cities sufficiently

skilled artisans were available to turn out much better jobs.

Another consideration is worthy of interest. Imitations, in Roman times, of the regular auton-

omous coins of the cities of the Near East are exceedingly rare. Imitations of Jewish coins are more

frequently found. During the Seleucid era none but Semitic people would have struck Jewish coins.

In Roman times, when the Jews were in revolt, they had sympathizers among the Greeks and Arabs.

It is likely, therefore, that most of the imitations of distinctly Hebrew coins were struck during the eras

of the two revolts or immediately thereafter.

(For similar, but less distinctly barbarous coins of "Tiberius” and the Second Revolt, see BMC,

pp. 258f and 313, and Plates 29:7 and 38:2.)

A GOLDEN FUNERAL WREATH WITH AN IMPRESSION

OF A LARGE BRONZE OF GORDIANUS PIUS

By Edward Gans

While the funeral wreath under discussion has been in the author’s collection for many years,

information concerning it was gathered rather piecemeal inasmuch as the few wreaths of this sort are

in the Leningrad Ermitage Museum, and very few publications have lately come out of Russia, or are

available in this country.

In the British Museum a number of Greek, Etruscan and Roman wreaths are preserved, but

the largest portion of wreaths now extant came from tombs in the Crimea, and it appears that the

custom of adorning their death in this fashion must have been popular with the peoples of the Black

Sea region.

All wreaths are of flimsy fabric and consist of thin gold foil; the leaves are uniformly punched

out and the veins or grains only roughly indicated. The decorations are generally primitive. Whether

this was due to lack of care on the part of those in charge of the funeral, or simply a consequence

of the necessary hurry which may not have allowed for better execution of the wreath is uncertain.
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Funeral wreaths usually are true imitations of natural wreaths, but there exist two distinct vari-

ations, one is a band of textile (usually of course not preserved) to which a few gold leaves or some
kind of central motif were attached. The other type consists of a broad band of gold foil to which
a few leaves, generally six, were fastened with rivets. The funeral wreath under discussion may be
described as follows:

A broad band of thin gold foil, 560mm long, 14mm wide at the ends and 37mm in the center

section; four out of the original six leaves riveted to the band are still in place and both band and
leaves have been embossed with a simple geometrical pattern of linear design. The center bears the

impression of a large bronze of Emperor Gordianus Pius (238-244 A.EX ), the size of which was about
33.5mm; obv., bust, laureate, to right, wearing cuirass with gorgoneion on the breastplate; the legend,

undivided, reads M ANT TOPAIANOC AVT. A small hole (rather a circular depression) underneath
the ear denotes the mark of centration as found on the coin itself.

Type and style of the coin suggest Perinthus, Thrace as place of issue, and the coin is similar

to BMC 62, though it differs slightly in the legend.

The Leningrad Ermitage has two such wreaths, one with the impression of a large bronze of
Marcus Aurelius, the other with the jugate heads of Commodus and Marcia. The pattern design
on these two wreaths is not identical, but that of Marcus Aurelius is exactly like the design on the

wreath here under discussion, which seems remarkable inasmuch as there is a difference of 65 years

between the two pieces used in making the specimens.

The Ermitage contains other wreaths which have as central decorations pieces of glass, semi-

precious stones or the impression of the figure of a deity, such as Gorgo. Occasionally, coins have been
used to create central impressions. Those known seem to be:

Eumelos, King of Pontus, who died in 304 B.C.

Phraates III, King of Parthia, First Century B.C. (Drachm).
Philippus I, Roman Emperor, 244-249 A.D.

Gallienus, Roman Emperor, 253-268 A.D.

Maximianus, Roman Emperor, 286-305 A.D.

Rhescuporis V, King of Bosporos, together with Gallienus.

Rhescuporis VI (or VII?) Fourth Century A.D.

Licinius, Roman Emperor, 308-323 A.D.

Constantius II, Roman Emperor, 323-361 A.D.

Valens, Roman Emperor, 364-378 A.D.

Those of Phraates III, Philippus, Gallienus and Maximianus are either wholly or partly pre-

served, but belong to a different type of wreath—in which the leaves have been attached to a foun-

dation of gold tube by fibres of lime bark, and in one case to a narrow strip of gold, about 5mm
wide.

The other coin impressions listed above exist only in fragments; some may have formed center

pieces of funeral wreaths made of textile and a few may have served other purposes, perhaps even as

obols of Charon.

Wreaths or crowns are closely connected with coins, either as attributes or as independent

designs.
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Homer does not mention the use of crowns, but on early statues of divinities wreaths are often

met with; according to tradition it was Dionysos who first crowned his head with ivy. Crowns made of

natural leaves were given as prizes in athletic and other contests, and somewhat later reproductions in

gold, and other metals, came into use.

The State bestowed them as a token of honor or as prices in the Olympic Games, but winners

generally dedicated their wreaths to the tutelary deities of their home towns, in gratitude.

Wreaths served for religious purposes and were worn by priests, but also by animals, pro-

spective victims, and this can be seen on many coins.

As time went by, it became very popular with people to wear wreaths at many occasions, public

festivals and family dinners, and dying persons as well as the dead were crowned in this fashion.

Two Greek physicians wrote that such wreaths may prove harmful to health. (See Pliny 21,3,9).

The wreaths worn by the Greeks were usually of ivy, myrtle, laurel or oak, but the Romans

used the selinon-leaf as well.

Plutarch once remarked "We use to adorn our tomb stones with wreaths of selinus leaves, a

custom which gave rise to the

gravely ill”.

The Romans at first ridiculed the fashion of wearing wreaths, but finally adopted it.

Cicero ( Tusculans

,

1,35) wrote "When Pompey once was very ill, at Naples, and later recovered,

the populace of Naples and Puzzuoli crowned themselves with wreath and hurried to congratulate

him. That is the silly Greek custom”.

The significance of the funeral wreath is not quite clear; in some cases it must have been a

sign of honor to the dead, but more likely it was a symbol of respect to the deceased, who was

thought of as living on in another world; but the thought of gratitude to the Divine Powers who

accept and consecrate the dead, may have occurred.

As it stands, the wreath under discussion is certainly an outstanding and perhaps one of the

best preserved examples of funerary jewellery of its type, and the relatively important role played by

a bronze coin then current seems odd, but a glance at the plate shows the idea an attractive one from

an artistic point of view — which may have been the thought in the manufacturer’s mind, in addition

to expediency.
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NEW YORK TRANSIT TOKEN
By C. C. Vermeule, III

Of interest to token collectors, and especially those living in the Metropolitan area, is a new

subway token which has made its appearance on the Hudson and Manhattan Railway which oper-

ates tube lines under the Hudson River between Jersey City, Hoboken, and New York. Until quite

recently this company, like the greater majority of lines that compose the transportation system in

*
proverb 'He doesn’t need anything but selinus’ when we speak of someone
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New York, contented itself with the use of current coins, charging eight cents at one end and two

at the other for a passage from New Jersey to New York and a straight ten cent piece for the journey

from Manhattan to "the other side” — an inconvenience which forced one to have an endless supply

of dimes, nickels, and pennies on hand when commuting in and out of the city. The new system

adopted by the company calls for the use of dimes, and tokens, available at the rate of eleven to the

dollar, as an added inducement.

The tokens in question are of a steel alloy, 16.5mm in diameter, and have a large "H” punched

out in the center. They do not differ greatly from the majority of bus and trolley car tokens used in

many cities throughout the country. Around the center on both sides appears the following inscrip-

tion: H. & M. (Hudson and Manhattan) ONE FARE.

A MILITARY BEER CHECK FROM AFRICA
By Thomas H. Hilton

The little slip of pink paper under discussion is referred to by servicemen overseas as a "check

for a short beer”. It may be described as follows:

star

U. S.

Officers’ Club

WADI SEIDNA

P. T. 1

"
" (same in Arabic)

This is a ration coupon issued by the U. S. Officers’ Club at Wadi Seidna, in North Africa.

What the P. T. 1 stands for, I do not know, but obviously it is "One (petit ?-short) T. ?” and signifies

the value of the coupon. Wadi Seidna is quickly described as a hell hole, hot and dry, where sand is

everywhere, in one’s shoes, bed, food, plane and occasionally even in one’s mouth. Wadi Seidna im-

proved a good deal as the war in North Africa went on, and when more supplies were brought in the

only thing that remained rationed was American beer. But in the early days ration coupons were in

use for many commodities. It is interesting to note that these "luxuries” were available at the Officers’

Club only after the enlisted men had been supplied. Of course, the servicemen and officers do get

many things without coupons, such as shoes, gas, etc., but for some of the little things which make
up the American Way of Life, they have to turn in little pink slips like these, a "check for a short

beer” perhaps, as it is called; strangely enough, there is no "black market” whatsoever there.

These G. I. ration coupons are simple, were printed locally, and there is no water mark or fancy

engraving on them. These boys do not think of counterfeiting ration coupons. They are too busy

fighting.
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DIE-VARIETIES OF A WASHINGTON MINT MEDALET
By Max M. Schwartz

In the most authoritative work published to date on Washington coins, medals and tokens

(W. B. Baker, Medallic Portraits of Washington, 1885) there is included the following description

of a medalet issued by the United States Mint:

"155. BORN 1732 DIED 1799- — Mint Series.

OBVERSE: Undraped bust facing the right ;on edge of bust, P.

REVERSE: BORN 1732 DIED 1799 in four parallel lines, within a wreath of olive

branches.

Size 12. Gold Silver. Bronze.” (C. F. Baker 155.)

During my studies of this subject, over a period of several years, I have come across several dis-

tinct varieties of this medalet, which are herewith described. As a mater of fact, I have no informa-

tion at the present time as to the date of issuance of any of these varieties, and it is probable that in

1885 only two of them had been issued (155A and 155B). I have, however, attempted to place

them in what I believe to be their chronological order of emission.

The reader will note my departure from the usual method of lettering subdivisions in that I have

lettered the first variety as well as those that follow. I belive this to be, in this case, the sounder prac-

tice. For reasons above stated, I would prefer that these varieties retain the number "155” originally

assigned to the medalet by Mr. Baker.

It is my opinion, based upon the study of other tokens struck with similar oblique dentilla-

tions, that 155C was not struck by the Mint, but rather was published by persons unknown who ac-

quired these dies from the mint after the engraver’s name or initials had been removed.

Several other distinctions than those here enumerated exist in these die varieties. Because this

article will be accompanied by photographs, it would serve no useful purpose to point them out at any

greater length. It is believed that the points of difference given will be sufficient for the student to

distinguish with his customary facilities.

All of these varieties are known in silver and bronze. In the first four, the bronze is dark

brown in color. In the last two, the bronze is of light brown and gilt shades respectively. Some vari-

eties were made in gold.

155A. Obverse: Undraped bust of Washington facing right. On edge of bust in raised

monogram, ligated A. P.

Reverse: BORN 1732 DIED 1799 in four parallel lines within a wreath of olive

branches.

The letters are small (2/3mm. high) and the words narrow (3mm. in width).

Figure 1 of 1732 is laterally over right end of first D.

Figure 1 of 1799 is laterally under right end of first D.

Obverse: Similar to obverse of 155A, except that on edge of bust P is incused.

Reverse: Same as reverse of 155A.

155B.
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155C. Obverse: Similar to obverse of 155A, except that there are no initials on the edge of

the bust, and the dentillations are oblique, instead of at right angles as in all other

varieties.

Reverse: Similar to reverse of 155A, except that letters are spaced differently.

Figure 1 of 1732 is laterally over left stroke of first D.

Figure 1 of 1799 is laterally under middle of first D.

(This reverse is the same as that used in Baker 156).

155D. Obverse: Same as obverse of 155B.

Reverse: Similar to reverse of 155A, except that the letters are large (1mm. high)

and the words are wide (4mm. in width)

.

Figure 1 of 1732 is laterally over left Serif of I.

Letter N is laterally slightly left of second D.

Figure 2 is left of a line connecting left stroke of N with left stroke of second D.

155E. Obverse: Same as obverse of 155B.

Reverse: Similar to reverse of 155D, except that letters are spaced differently.

Letter N is laterally over second D.

Line connecting left stroke of N. with left stroke of second D crosses figure 2.

155F. Obverse: Same as obverse of 155B.

Reverse: Similar to reverse of 155D, except that letters are spaced differently.

Figure 1 of 1732 is laterally over first D.

Letter N is laterally over second D.

Line connecting left stroke of N with left stroke of second D crosses figure 2.

A NOTE ON A JAPANESE BILL

By Thomas H. Hilton

A bill much in the news lately is the Japanese Occupation issue for the South West Pacific

Area, and it so happens that such a bill represents one of my favorite items of interest on my 46-

foot long "Short Snorter’’. The note was sent to me by a leading Marine flyer, and the reason for his

sending me this none too common bill is that three years ago I was privileged to initiate him into

what we call the "International Order of Unbenevolent and Purely Mercenary Short Snorters”. Since

then he reported having earned several hundred dollars signing up new "members” — persons who
cross the ocean in a plane for the first time, are eligible.

Sometime ago this flyer obtained three Japanese occupation bills in exchange for an aluminum
bracelet, and after adding one of the bills to his own Short Snorter, he sent me one of the remaining

two. I have been told that a number of such bills have been taken from Japanese prisoners of war.

The bill itself has been published before, but a word concerning the letters OA found twice on the

obverse of the note may be in order, as confusion still exists in this respect. It was widely believed

that these letters stand for "Occupation Australia”. That this is not the case can be seen from other

denominations of this series which bear different letters. However, it must be noted, that one denom-

ination in each series always bears such a confusing combination, such as PI on the Philippine 50 Cen-

tavos, but this may be intentional, for all I know. More likely, though, is the simpler explanation

that these letters are just serial numbers or symbols. The Japanese soldiers, as can be learned from re-

liable information I received, believe the OA stands for "Occupation Australia”.
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AN UNUSUAL JAPANESE PREMIUM MEDAL
By Hans Holzer

The bronze medal under discussion is of oval sfyape, and gilt, thus reminiscent of the old gold

ko-bans and o-bans both in shape and color; since the large gold placques had been discontinued

by Emperor Meiji, the common people of Japan treasured them highly as souvenirs, and at the same

time, a token of very considerable value. In fact, one of the better known Japanese fables is the

story of the "three ryo”

,

wherein the finder of three gold placques does everything in his power to

locate the real owner, in the knowledge that these pieces represent a great deal of money.

The obverse of the medal has what amounts to the eastern equivalent of a portrait, or a coat of

arms: a bell, symbol of unity and tradition, inscribed with the two of the eight diagrams or mystic

triads, known to the Chinese as pat kua. The lower diagram consists of three straight horizontal bars,

and signifies Heavens, or the uppermost of the powers; the upper diagram consists of two interrupted

and one unbroken bar, and stands for liquid or fluid. The field of the medal is tastefully filled by

lotus blossoms, traditionally connected with things Nipponese. There is a kiricrest-shaped loop on top.

The reverse, which alone bears inscription, may be described as follows:

[LiW]

60
naive

RE I SEI
tfrt] perforin

" Piffcmiu*n MeclaE-jbr^t tincourifij

The center of the medal is occupied by the character SHO, which is the continuative form of

the verb susumeru, to encourage; four characters are arranged around in a somewhat unusual order,

i.e. with their bottom parts pointing towards each other. Finally, the outer circle of legend consisting

of ten characters, enumerating the services performed.

The issuing authority is defined by the term Kyo-iku Chocho, Head of Board of Education;
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these medals, it appears, were given to teachers (and perhaps some students) who had proven them-

selves outstanding in scholarship, and those other virtues that comprise the ideal of scholastic attain-

ment according to Japanese tradition, that is to say, obedience and performance of various duties.

Except for the central character and the four surrounding characters, which are in regular "prin-

ted” style, the inscription is composed of so-called "seal” script, which is extremely difficult to read —
not only for the westerner, but even for less educated Nipponese! These forms are derived at through

a modernistic interpretation of mediaeval Chinese script, which in turn was an attempt to substitute

what was then considered archaic style of writing for the elaborate, but common forms. In recent

years, the nationalists have encouraged the use of these rather artificial styles.

Two other medals, also in seal script, and of recent date, are described in a note below.

—

1. Bust of Prince Takehito in uniform facing. “Sosai Takehito Shimo”—President Prince Takehito. Rx. Laurel and palm
branches. “Tet koku gunjm engo kaiki nen—Meiji 37/38 nen.”—“Imperial Soldiers’ Aid Society Medal’’. Meiji year 37/38, i.e.
1904/5, the time of the Russo-Japanese War. AR, 58mm. All characters are seal characters.

2. Fisherman with rod. “Kobe. Suisan Hakurankai. Meiji 30 nen”.—Fishery Exposition, Kobe Meiji year 30, i.e 1897
Rx. Chrysanthemum.” Jimmu Tenno Sokui Kigen 2557 nen—Mei yo.” “Year 2557 of the Kigen (Japanese Era) from the
enthronement of Jimmu Tenno (in 660 B.C.)—“Honor.” Leather case inscribed “Gin pe”—silver medal. AR, 55mm

PLASTIC BLOCKS FOR DISPLAYING COINS
By Paul F. Klaasesz

There has lately been a fair amount of discussion among collectors, and others who wish to

display coins, about the advantages of certain methods of displaying coins in plastic cases, made of

Lucite or similar substances. I have been asked to explain my own method of procedure, which I

have found pleasant and satisfactory.

%

The steps taken (after considerable trial and error) in the display of my own collection of crown
size coins were these:

1. I had 1/4 "
thick lucite cut into blocks of about 2

"
x 4". Having the dealer cut the blocks

saved the expense of a circular electric saw and the necessary cutters. I used masked lucite

which has an adhesive paper covering to protect the surface, and which, when removed,

leaves the surface clean and shining.

2. The edges of the blocks were then smoothed and kept square in a surface grinder.

3. The block was then placed in the fixture being used, and the fixture adjusted on a drill press

so the hole would be properly centered. A small drill at first was used to drill a hole to mark
the center and then a larger size drill was used to permit the entry of the shaft of the adjustable

cutter.

4. The adjustable cutter was then set to the exact size of the coin to be mounted, the cutter

having an offset edge that would leave a seat for the coin to lie in,—and cut to a depth
so that the coin would be just below the surface of the block. (After a little experience,

these holes can be cut to a snap fit but if a cut is made which is not quite tight, a small

piece of transparent lucite can be laid at the bottom of the cut when the coin is being in-

serted to make a snap fit.) The paper is left on the block during the process.
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5. The paper is then removed from the top side of the block to permit the stamping of the

description with an electric gold stamping machine in gold letters, using various arrange-

ments and styles of type. Some museums may be equipped with such machines.

6. The paper on the bottom side of the block is then removed, the coin inserted, and the

block wrapped in thin cellophane which permits handling of the block without leaving finger

prints on either the lucite or the coin itself.

There are, of course, many different methods of mounting but completely encasing the coin

in plastic in a mould and then grinding it to any desired shape seems highly undersirable as the col-

lector could only remove the coin by breaking the block, and perhaps injuring the piece.

Persons with small but valuable collections may find such a display system rather convenient,

and "after the duration” one believes there will be much interest in the use of plastic blocks by num-

ismatists. At present commercial manufacture has been apparently attempted on a small scale, but at

least one notice in a small trade journal leads to the belief that the material is not available in large

quantities. Lucite is said to be quite harmless to metal.

(Note. Since the material is not available in large quantities, use of such display blocks is

naturally in an experimental stage. The Numismatic Review publishes this discussion as one of timely

interest. We would, however, suggest that, until actual long time tests can be made, in addition to the

controlled tests in the laboratory, which we hear have been satisfactory, all collectors proceed with

care in the use of plastic containers for proof coins, or fine Greek silver. This is perhaps excessive cau-

tion, but it just happens that owners of very fine Greek coins are among those to whom the problem

of display is often of greatest interest. Ed.)

COLLECTORS BEWARE!—A HISTORY OF COUNTERFEITING

Part IV

By Joseph B. Stack
^

We may begin this instalment by mention of certain restrikes. It is said the original dies of some

of the PIONEER and TERRITORIAL gold coins were obtained by private collectors, who struck from

them a few pieces in metals other than gold. Thus some so-called patterns in this series may be less

trial and experimental pieces than later productions for which the term "restrike” is more appropri-

ate. Nevertheless, coins of this kind have a definite numismatic interest, and are not to be wholly des-

pised by collectors.

The same applies to the famous restrikes of the Confederate Half Dollar. Very few original

specimens of the Confederate Half Dollar were made, and it is believed all are accounted for. The

best known original specimen has been long in the Museum of the American Numismatic Society. No

specimen offered without a complete history would be likely to attract any experienced collector as a

possible original, and the restrikes are hardly dangerous, except perhaps insofar as one of them may

from time to time cause disappointment to some inexperienced colletor.

The restrikes were made by the famous old numismatist and philatelist, J.
W. Scott, who had

obtained the original obverse die used by the Confederate Government. He made 500 restrikes, using

as flans genuine U. S. Half Dollars of 1861. The restrikes are light weight, however, as we believe

the flans were somewhat smoothed off, or at least the coins were somewhat worn. (It may here be re-
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marked that the late David Proskey liked to point out in conversation that the regular 1861 O Half
Dollar was itself coined after the Confederates took over the mint.) The Scott restrike is thus a most
interesting souvenir of the Confederate coinage, and today commands a respectable place among collec-
tors, when regarded for what it is. And it must be admitted that although today a facsimile so close to
an original as this restrike would be frowned upon, the excessive rarity of originals and the widespread
knowledge of where these might be found, made the transaction of Mr. Scott obviously honorable.

ELECTROTYPES
We have already explained that an electrotype is made by a process very different from that of

striking. Most electrotypes are made of two shells soldered together, a few pieces commonly called by
the name are typemetal cores plated over with another metal. Usually an electrotype can be detected
by careful examination of the edge, and when carefully dropped, the piece will tend to sound "duddy.”

Nevertheless a good electrotype is sometimes highly deceptive, and even experienced collectors
will confess that once in a while they have been at least momentarily deceived. Among U. S. coins, of
which there are dangerous electros, may be mentioned:

Half Cents; 1793, 1796, 1831, 1836, 1840-49, 1852.

Large Cents; 1793, 1799, 1804.

Half Dimes; 1796, 1797, 1802, 1803.

Dimes; 1797, 1798.

as well as the 1804 Dollar, and a great variety of the colonial issues in both bronze and silver.

Coins of all series may be found reproduced by electrotype. The worst offender in some ways
was an entirely honorable institution, the British Museum. It had in its employ a highly skilled and
scholarly person, who made marvellous reproductions of ancient (and some more recent) coins. Many
of these were made to use for public exhibition at the Museum itself, and also distributed to other
institutions. Most of these pieces were produced only as halves, but occasionally they were fastened
together.

The experts of the Medal Room, and the electrotyper did not think electrotypes of this kind
dangerous, and never were guilty of any fraud. But as years went by, they were horrified to find
that occasionally the reproductions fell into the hand of ignorant or unscrupulous persons who sold
them as originals. It is not long since the author was consulted by a small institution on the value
of its coin collection, which had been found lying somewhere in its library. When the collection was
seen, it was obvious that the value, if the pieces were originals, would run into large figures, and it

was also obvious that what had been found was a series of British Museum electrotypes, honorably
obtained no doubt long ago by the department of classics, and forgotten. No harm had been done,
except perhaps a disappointment of the authorities at the institution. But several collectors and dealers
of experience confessed that one particular electrotype looked so much like a very fine ancient bronze
coin that it produced a first impression when merely seen and not handled, of being an original. We
believe that in recent times the Museum sells elecrotypes only under special rules (if at all, for we
have not inquired) and marks all very carefully, by placing the letter "R” (for replica) on the edge
of the piece. In the old days, it seems that in some cases no special mark was put on. The great dan-
ger of this series is that, since there was no intention to deceive anyone in the reproduction, the elec-

tros will often be offered mistakenly by highly honorable and trustworthy people, though not by experi-
enced collectors or dealers. Literally thousands of kinds of coins have been reproduced by Electrotype;
it would be almost impossible to list them.
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JEWISH SHEKELS. Genuine Jewish shekels are rare. They have for centuries been regarded

with great interest, and not solely by numismatists, but because of religious sentiment by large numbers

of Christians and Jews. Furthermore, not only has there always been great demand for originals, but

all sorts of reproductions have been made for educational purposes, and even for special uses — copies

of Jewish shekels being considered appropriate designs for certain kinds of token. Thus there exist a

great many copies, some of them deceptively like originals, and undoubtedly produced to be sold as

genuine to the unwary; others in different sizes and metals, and even with modern Hebrew forms of

the letters in place of the ancient inscriptional forms of the originals. These are called "shekel medals”

and are usually not of Jewish origin. All save the deliberate forgeries are now collected by certain

specialists. But great caution should be exercised if one is offered a shekel in good silver at a bargain.

We have known at least one shekel cast in gold which was brought home as a souvenir of a visit to the

Near East by an unwary Rabbi from New York And we have also been told that travellers are at

times offered as specimens of the Widow’s Mite almost any badly worn small coin of ancient date —
sometimes small coppers of Constantine have served this purpose, though it must be added that the

prices asked in Palestine seem to have been only a few cents, and little harm was done since the pur-

chaser seems to have been unable to make anything out on the piece anyway, and regarded it with

purely sentimental affection. On purely undeceptive reproductions of shekels, the recent book of Dr.

Kisch may be consulted.

(To Be Continued)

QUAINT AND CURIOUS MONEYS OF AFRICA—IV
By H. D. Gibbs

ASHANTI, BENIN, AND DAHOMEY

The writer has now covered in a general way the various media used in several parts of the

Dark Continent. However, there are several districts or tribes which deserve more special treatment.

Much of the following information has either never been published or has been covered in almost

unobtainable articles reaching only those in specialized fields such as ethnology.

Many of us picture African peoples as half clad, ignorant and with little or no skill in forming

metals other than essential tools and weapons. Nothing could be farther from the truth as many are

artisans who have had their skill in working metals handed down to them from many generations back.

The Negro, who perhaps originally lived in the Lake Regions of East Africa was forced by

the invasion of the Hamites to migrate West and South. Many of the tribes had considerable organizing

ability and created their own laws and social customs which antedated the arrival of the Arabs and

Europeans. Remains of considerable extent such as the stone walled City of Zimbabwe, huge ramparts,

columns and worked stone at Ghana date back to almost the Fourth Century. During the 1 6th century there

were several really great empires of the Dahomey, Ashanti and Benin. A great empire also existed in

the Congo, whose ruler was an absolute monarch and did not recognize the Belgian rule until 1890.

The great war federation of the Zulus claimed, and maintained, full control until defeated by the

British in 1879. The writer is concerned here only with the monetal relics of these people.
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ASHANTI

The Ashanti, a warlike kingdom, obtained many of their customs, habits, and skills from the pow-

erful Yorubas. These people had contact with the Portugese from an early date, probably the beginning

of the seventeenth century, also during this century with the Dutch, Danes and English. From the

numismatic viewpoint the money of these people is the most interesting, and prolific, of any on the

continent. From a very early date they have practiced the art of metal casting and some of the speci-

mens handed down to us surpass in workmanship the most modern skill. The best known forms of

Ashanti art are gold-dust weights made of copper, bronze or brass; the oldest seem to be predomi-

nantly bronze, later copper, and the most recent brass. Each member of this tribe has his own weights

with which to gauge the value of the gold dust from the streams. These seem to consist of two dis-

tinct kinds. The first and most common are brass, flat, round, square or oblong with decorations in

the form of circles or lines on the top side. It is not unusual to find these with a small spot of lead

added to bring the weight up to its proper amount. The writer has been quite amused several times in

the past twenty five years with people who have had such pieces and described them as "Gate Coin,”

(some have straight lines crossed diagonally like the old swinging gates) "Ladder Coin,” and so forth.

The second kind is very interesting and usually shows considerable skill. They too are brass and are

made in the form of everyday implements, such as pipes, hoes, ladders, insects, nuts, etc., the latter

seemingly cast direct from the objects themselves. The second and by far the oldest and most inter-

esting, while possibly used also in weighing gold, in my opinion are used in commerce, in payment

of fines in the courts and for the purchase of goods. These, too, might be subdivided. One class con-

sists of very well cast animals, reptiles, fish, birds; there are specimens (see illustrations) of snakes,

lizards, mudpuppies, fish, crawfish, caterpillers, birds, crocodiles, etc. The other class consists of cast-

ings of groups; some are groups of humans in various positions, some of birds; many times they are

combinations of humans in action; birds catching fish or insects. There seems to be an endless number

— all different. This later class of specimens contains some of fine casting and many show great age

from their coloration and patina. Their aesthetic value indeed affects their commercial desirability, and

fine specimens are valued as objects of art.

BENIN

Benin was a powerful kingdom and maintained considerable commercial relationship with the

European States in the 16th and 17th Centuries. They were probably, at one time, part of the Yoruba;

Benin, the Capital, was formerly a huge city. The Obwe or King’s quarters alone contained over

15,000 inhabitants. Benin began to decline in the early part of the 1 8th century and has been cut up

into several parts. Budagry and Lagos, now British possessions, were at one time Benin Colonies.

In 1897 it was necessary for the British to send a punitive expedition against these people. Upon the

capture of the capital about two thousand specimens in bronze, many in the form of arm rings, wonder-

fully carved, were found. Modern scholars doubted that these well made bronzes were of African

workmanship. It is now known, however, that the Beninese practiced bronze casting from a very early

date, probably learning the art from the Yoruba. Many of the heads on these bronzes resemble Portuguese

features and, since the Portuguese discovered this section in 1485 and maintained trade, this seems logical.

However, many of the bronzes are undoubtedly much older than the 15th century. Most of these

specimens are now in museums in London, Paris, Vienna, Berlin, with only a few in American Collec-

tions.
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After the opening of the country by the British, bronze rings, without any decorations, and with

flattened ends were made in Birmingham and sent to Benin for use in buying from the natives. There

exist several sizes; these are modern imitations of the rare early Benin bronze rings, which are of

course also a regular though recent, medium of exchange.

DAHOMEY & BAMOON
We have included these two districts only because of the similarity of the media of exchange.

Used in these districts are cast brass tree frogs (full size), lizards, ox heads, birds and other animals,

reptiles and insects. However, these are much more recent and do not show the imagination, skill or

ability of those used by the Ashanti.

AN UNUSUAL POTOSI PIECE OF EIGHT’
By H. M. F. Schulman

Recently there came into my hands a well-preserved specimen of a Potosi Piece of Eight of

such unusual style and workmanship that publication of the coin suggested itself as desirable. The

coin may be described as follows

:

Mint of Potosi, Peru (now Bolivia)
;
Philip IV of Spain. 8 Reales 1644.

Obv. Coat of arms, consisting of eleven fields with the small shield of Portugal in the lower

center superimposed; P/R on left, .IIIV. on right; the R seems to be R & T interlinked. Legend:

PHYLYPVS .IIII.DGHISPANN/ARVM.

Reverse: 8 double lobes enclosing quartered shield of Castile and Leon; the upper right

quarter countermarked with sun over four mountain peaks; legend: (starting upper right) .EIIND-

LARVMR(E)X ANO 1644.

Silver, weight 16 dwt. 15 grs. (almost normal)
;
holed on top.

The letter Y instead of I seems highly unusual and the writer does not recall a similar instance

on any Spanish or Spanish Colonial coin; Y sometimes replaces the second I in final ii, and the word

y (meaning 'and’) is sometimes styled i — but in the middle of a word the use of Y is unusual.

Also, the shield of Portugal where otherwise is found the small shield of Burgundy, is a

noteworthy feature, and from the accompanying photograph it is easy to see that the Portuguese

"quinas” are indeed present.

The figure 4 in 1644 looks bizarre, but is not unusual as it appears in this form on other speci-

mens. However, the value IIIV, which is obviously inverted, and the spelling HISPANNARVM, with

two N and without I, as well as the spacing (the G of DG must have been squeezed in after the die

was cut) point to a semi-literate die-cutter, and permits us to class this coin as barbarous.

As far as the record goes, similar coins seem to be known: Salbach sale, No. 768 has an 8

Reales with letters PT described as "peso barbare de 8 reales, a gauche l’ecusson P/./T. Vidal Quad-

ras, No. 8605 has an 8 Reales 1644 with P — 8, R below P, . . . . ILIPVS IIII.D.G .... and . . Y .

VM REX. . . NO 1 644.

The same work lists under No. 8603 an 8 Reales 1640 with the small shield of Portugal,

much like the piece under discussion.

The piece is a variant of Heiss 36/22, which is P/ RT interlinked— .VIII.

Herrera, in El Duro lists unuer No. 894 an B reales piece with P/ T— 8.
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It seems reasonable to assume that the coin in question is the work of an unskilled person,

within the regular mint, and as there are parallel cases of a similar nature, and from the general appear-

ance of the coin itself, there is no doubt that the coin is a contemporary piece, of full weight and
size, but somewhat barbarous style.

It must be kept in mind that the coinage of Potosi was in very ill repute during the period

from 1640 to 1650, and complaints were being voiced continually to the Crown; nothing, however,

was done to improve matters until 1652, when the new style coinage appeared.

Thanks are due to a noted specialist in these series, who helped with much valuable information.

UNDESCRIBED CIVIL WAR CARDS AND TOKENS
By Joseph Barnett

(Note. Mr. Barnett has for more than a score of years been an enthusiastic collector and stu-

dent of the richly historical series of tokens issued during the Civil War, and has given great atten-

tion to undescribed varieties, of which he has discovered a very large number. He has not only ex-

amined the chief public collections, but found many novelties in the private collection of the late

David Proskey, which he obtained himself en bloc. Several years ago, he prepared a list to supplement

the standard publication, Civil War Tokens and Tradesmen’s Store Cards, by George Hetrich and Julius

Guttag, New York, 1924, usually known simply as Hetrich-Guttag, or by the familiar abbreviation

"H.G.”

Those familiar with that work will recall its plan, which is followed in the present list. It will

be recalled that H.G. left numbers blank for possible future discoveries. Mr. Barnett has used those

blank numbers when new pieces have turned up to fit them. But in instances where pieces have been

found which must come between two consecutive numbers already used to describe known varieties or

where more novelties must be grouped together than there are numbers provided for the eventuality,

numbers with intercalated letters have been adopted. It will be remembered also that although both

cards and tokens were struck usually for circulation only in brass and copper, a great many trial pieces

in various metals were made. Metal varieties of this kind have been customarily treated by collectors

of the series as full varieties. In his lift Mr. Barnett, like H. G., gives first a number for the variety;

second a number to designate the obverse die, then number to designate the reverse die (these second

and third numbers being those used by H. G.), then an abbreviation for the metal, and lastly, where
required, any pertinent remarks. In a few instances of mere metal varieties, a phrase, indicating the

piece is like a described piece but in different metal is substituted.

The publication of the supplement was long delayed by a variety of circumstances, but finally

was begun in the Numismatist for April, 1943, and continued with infrequent interruptions through

the issue for October, 1944. At that time novelties through No. 5065 had been listed, that is to say

through the tokens, and part way through the cards. The present publication begins where the pre-

vious one stopped, and it is planned to continue it in quarterly instalments until the list is complete.

During the course of publication a very few new tokens and cards numbered below 5065 have been

discovered. These, and any discoveries found during the present publication, will be grouped in an

appendix to the last instalment.

The Numismatic Review is proud to continue the publication of this material, which we regard

as of primary importance to the study of the numismatic history of the United States, and extremely

grateful to Mr. Barnett for making it available to us. Ed).
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5066A—5065—414—C. R.
S066B—5065—419—C-N. R.
5069—5065—418—Z. Z1
5070C—5065—420—C-N.
5071—5065—61 1—C.pl.
5071A—5065—671—C. R.
5074A—5072—418—Z. R.
5076—5072—420—C-N. R.
5018A—5077—420—C-N. R.
5081B—Changed from 4929
5084A—5082—418—Z. R.
5085—5082—420—C-N. R.
5092—5088—418—Z. R.
5093C—5088—420—C-N.
5096A—5094—420—C-N.
5097A—5094—420—C-N. R.
5098A—same as 5098-—plain edge
5100A—5098—418—Z. R.
5103—5098—420—C-N. R.
5104A—5104—416—C. R.
5105A—5104—418—Z. R.
5106A—5104—420—C. R.
5 1 06A—5 1 04—420—C-N.
511 1A—same as 5111—broken die
5112—same as 5111—brass
5115—5113—rev. of 5111—W. M. pi.

5115A—rev. of 5111—Blank—C. pi.

5116A—5116—120—Br. pi.—thick
5120A—5116—120—C-N. pi.—Over C-N. Cent
5121A—5116—120—Lead pi.

5 123A—same as 5123—-Br. pi.

5134A—same as 5130—C-N. pi.—-Over C-N. Cent
5137A—5137—obv. of Bingham & Jarvis—C.pl.—thin
5138A—same as 5138—thin
5142—5137—obv. of 5116—Z. pi.

5 142A—same as 5141—-Large 20 m/m
5142B—same as 5137—Lead
5142C—same as 5137—Sil.—18m/m
5157—5153—420—C-N. R.
5179A—same as 5179—very thin 1 m/m
5 108A—same as 5180—Br.—2 m/m
5185A—same as 5185—struck over 1859 Copper cent—thick

2m/m
5189A—5185—513—thick—C. pi—Hyphen between N-Y
5 190A—5185—514—C. pi—Hyphen between N-Y
5190B—same as 5 190A—Die broken on obv.
5191—See Num. Rev. I, ii, 24.

5 194A—5192—178—C-N. pi.

5194B—same as 5194—No period after date
5194C—5192—180—C. pi.

5194D—5192—180—C-N. pi.

5203A—same as 5203—thick—die cracked
5209—5208—rev. of 5208—S. pi.

5210A—same as 5210—Die broken on edge of obv.
521 2A—same as 5212—nickel plated
5215—5212—rev. of 5210—C-N. pi.

5216A—5212—rev. of 5210—S. pi.

5216B—same as 5212—Struck over Quar. Dol.—S.
5227—rev. of 5218—Blank—C. pi.

5231—5218—obv. of 5385—C. pi.—over-strike
5250A—same as 5250—Large 21 m/m
5251A—same as 5251—thick 2m/m
5255—5246—99—S. pi.

5275A—rev.of 5275—489—C. pi.

5275C—rev. of 5275—489—N. pi.

527SB—rev. of 5275—489—Br. pi.

5275B—rev. of 5275—489—C. pi.

527SD—rev. of 5275—489—Sil. pi.

5296A—rev. of 5275—Blank—W. M. pi.

5316A—same as 5316—Very thin planchet
5 323A—same as 5316—-Large Trial Piece—W. M.
5328A—same as 5328—Thick
5329A—same as 5327—N. pi.

5331A—same as 5327—Sil. pi.

5332A—5318—441—Ger. Sil. Bl.—Large flan.

5333A—same as 5333—struck to one side of flan

5335—

5333—649—Sil. pi.

5336—

649—649—W. M. pi.

5337B—same as 5337—thin
5338A—same as 5338—Larger flan
5339B—same as 5339—Thick 2 m/m
5339B—5337—448—Struck over C-N Cent
5341—5337—449—C. pi.

5342A-—same as 5342—broken die

5346A—same as 5346—thin
5350—5346—obv. incused—W. M pi
5350A—5346—449—L. pi.
5352 same as 5346—No over-strike.—broken die
5355A—same as 5354—N.
5357A—same as 5354—Struck over 12 Sols 1732 Isle Du Vent S.
5358A—5354—449—L. pi.—Perfect die
5363A—same as 5663—Struck in several places
5367—same as 5663—Struck over C-N Cent
5368A—same as 5368—small plan 19 m/m
5375A—same as 5375—N. pi

5377A—5377—obv. of 5375—C. pi.—cracked die
5377B—5377—obv. of 5375—thin 1 m/m
5377C—5377—obv. of 5375—Br. pi.
5377D—5377—obv. of 5375-—Br. pi.—cracked die
5378—5377—obv. of 5375—C-N. pi.

5 382A—5381—647—Br. over-strike on obv.—23 m/m
5383A—same as 5381—W. M. PI.
5384A—same as 5384—O of “of” under E of “Bowery”
5384B—same as 5384—double struck
5385A—-5385—obv. of 5218 incused—C. pi.
5391—5385—Struck over an 1858 Canadian 25c piece—647

—

S. perfect die
5392A—5385—Die 186 incused—C. pi.

5392C—5392-—Struck our English Shilling
5393B—same—plain—L.
5397A—same as 5397—thick 2m/m
5398—5394—obv. of 5642—C. pi.

5399A—same as 5399—die cracked on obv.
5399B—same as 5399—nickel plated
5406A—5406—651—Br. pi.—small
5411—same as 5407—Struck over U. S. Quar. Dol.
5415A—5415—71—C. pi.

5424—4320—275A—C. pi.

5428A—3425—49—struck over C-N Cent
5435A—3425—260—struck over C-N Cent
5437A—5437 struck over 1854 dime.
5438—around border, “Feuchtwangers composition” enclosed

in wreath, “three cents” between wreath, “13”.

—

Large eagle 1864'—25 m/m
5439A—same as 5439—large 21 m/m
5449—same as 5447—N. pi.

5460—same as 5456—W. M. pi.

5466A—same as 5463—C. N.—Broken die
5468—same as 5463—S.
5475—same as 5469—C-N. R.—broken die
5479A—same as 5476—C-N. R.—broken die
5479A—same as 5476—-C-N. R.—broken die
5487A—same as 5487—Br. Thick
5491—same as 5456—302—

S

5502—5456—645—W. M. pi.

5502A—same as 5498—C-N. R.—broken die
5511—same as 5508—struck over C-N cent
5513—5508—99— Sil.

5517A—same as 5517—cracked die
5520A—-5517—653—struck over C-N cent
5522A—same as 5522—Z.—very thin 1 m/m
5529A—same as 5529—cracked die
5531A—same as 5531—broken die
5532A—same as 5532— (over C-N cent) C-N.—broken die
5533A—same as 5533—broken die
5535—same as 5534—S.—struck over 1843 Grochen
5536A—5529—5536—N.
551A—same as 5547—struck over C-N Cent
554A—same as 5554—obv. struck over Felix Card

5561A—same as 5561—thin 1 m/m
5565A'—same as 5565—struck over 1857 Dime
5566—-5547—260—struck over U. S. Dime
5573—struck over 1848 dime.
5596A—same as 5596—thin reeded IVi m/m
5597A—same as 5597—pi.-—thin reeded 1)4 m/m
5599—same as 5598—S. R.—over-strike
5602A—same as 5601—copper plated
5603—same as 5601—W. M.
5 604A—same as 5604—cracked Die
5606A—same as 5606—cracked die
5607A—5606—rev. of 5606—L. pi.

5608B—same as 5608—Br. pi.

5609—5608—rev. of 5608—N. pi.

5611—rev. of 5606—155—L. pi.

5616A—same as 5616—thick 2 m/m
5619A—same as 5619—Thin
5622A—5619—Blank—N. pi.

5622B—190—Blank—N. pi.
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5 62 SA—S 6 19—190—Iron
5630A—5627—260—Struck over C-N Cent
5635A—obv. of 5636—85A—C. pi.—2 stars incused on obv.

5638A—same as 5638—thick 2 m/m
5640A—5636—514—C. pi.—thick 2 m/m
5641—-5636—C. Bahr card—C. pi.

—

5641A—5636—obv. of 5192—C. pi.

5642B—same as 5642—21 m/m—Large thick flan

5650A—Thick
5650B—5642—56—C. pi.

5645—5642—1—C-N.
5654

—

same as 5650—W. M.

5655—

5642—56—C-N.
5655A—same as 5655—Very thick 2 m/m
5658—5642—76—C-N. pi.

5667A—same as 5667—broken die

5674A—5642—143—C. pi.—thick 2 m/m
5677

—

5642—143—struck over C-N. Cent

5678—

5642—143—W. M. pi.

5682—5642—144—C-N. pi.

5688—5642—165—struck over C-N. Cent
5699A—5642—273—C. pi.Large thick 23 m/m
5708—5642—274—C-N.
5723A—same as 5723—thick 3 m/m
5723B—rev. of 5723—Incused
5 729A—5723—Rev. of 5729—broken die

5 738A—over-strike over an Ecuador-silver coin of 1835
5748A—same as 5746—C. pi.—small
5748B—same as 5746—C-N. over C-N. Cent
5751—obv. of 5723—obv. of 5734—C. pi.

57S1A—obv. of 5723—obv. of 5734—Br. pi.

5751B—obv. of 5723—obv. of 5734—C-N. pi.

5751C—obv. of 5723—obv. of 5734—W. M. pi.

5 752A—rev. of 5723—rev. of 5729—Br. pi.

5752B—re. of 5723—rev. of 5729—C-N. pi.

5752C—rev. of 5723—rev. of 5729—W. M. pi.

5753—5723—obv. of 5723—C. pi.

5753A—same as 5753—Br. pi.

5753B—same as 5753—C-N.
5753C—same as 5753—W. M.—thick 3 m/m
575 5A—same as 5755—thick 2 m/m
5758A—same as 5755—struck over C-N. Cent
5758B—same as 5755—struck over 1858 Eagle cent
5762—obv. of 5755—512—C-N. overstrike
5778—same as 5776—nickel plated
5778A—John Mathews manufacturer of soda water apparatus

No. 457 Third Ave., New York—Laureated female
head “Mathews” and dolphin to left. “Medal” to

right. Muller 1863 and small eagle head, beneath
bust.—C. pi.—27 m/m

5787A—same as 5787—Br.
5787B—same as 5787—W. M.
5798A—-same as 5798—thick 2 m/m
5799A—same as 5799—thick 2 m/m

5806—

5798—165—C. pi.

5807—

5798—165—Br. pi.

5809—5798—165—C-N. pi.

5811—5798—165—Sil. pi.

5816—same as 5812—W. M.
5824—same as 5823—W. M.
5728A—same as 5828—thick 1J4 m/m
5830A—same as 5830—over C-N. Cent.—C-N.
5831A—same as 5831—thick 2 m/m
5827A—same as 5727—Larger and Thicker
5832A—same as 5832—thick 1J4 m/m
5840—rev. of 5827—143—C. pi.—cracked die
5840Arev. of 5827—143—Br. pi.

5840B—rev. of 5827—143—N. pi.

5840C—rev. of 5827—143—C-N.
5840E—5834—144—C. pi.

5840D—rev. of 5827—143—W. M.
5840F—5834—144—Br. pi.

5840G—5834—144—N. pi.

5840H—5834—144—W. M. pi.

5841A—same as 5841—thick 114 m/m
5849A—same as 5949—cracked die
5850

—

same as 5848—N. pi.

5851

—

same as 5848—W. M. pi.

5852—

rev. of 5827—273—W. M.
5855A—same as 5853—W. M.
5853A—same as 5853—Large Thick
5858A—same as 5858—thick 2 m/m
5862A—rev. of 5827—301—W. N. pi.—large
5872A—same as 5872—Br. R.

5874A—same as 5874—thick
5878—same as 5877—L. thick 3J4 m/m
5878A—same as 5877—Gen. Side pi.

5884—5881—1—C-N. pi.

5890—same as 5889—W. M.
5892—5881—56—W. M. pi.

5896—5881—76—C-N. pi.

5920—5881—76—C-N. pi.

5920—5881—56—C-N.
5926—5881—165—C-N. pi.

5932—

5881—275—C-N. pi.

5933

—

same as 5929—W. M.
5939—same as 5935—W. M.
5944—same as 5935—301—C-N.
5950—5881—338—C-N.
5954—5953—5953—N. Plated
5963—5958—29—W. M. pi.

5966A—Double struck
5997—C. L. R—102—C. pi.—thick 1*4 m/m
5997A—C. L. R.—102—C. pi.—thick 1J4 m/m
5997B—C. L. R.—102—Br. pi.

5997C—C. L. R.—102—C-N. pi.

5997D—C. L. R.—102—W. M. pi.

5997E—C. L. R.—102—Ger. Sil. PI.

5997EE—C. L. R.—102—same Sil.

5997F—C. L. R.—126—C. pi.

5997G—C. L. R.—126—W. M. pi.

5997H—C. L. R—181—C. pi.

5997J—C. L. R.—218—C. pi.

5997K—C. L. R.—255—'W. M. pi.

5997L—C. L. R.—335—C. pi.

6001A—same as 6001—Large
6004A—same as 6004—cracked die
6007A—same as 6007—cracked die
6009—rev. of 5998—335—5 /J.S. /punched on plain planchet

C. pi.

6009A—same as 6004—S. pi. cracked die
6010A—same as 6010—L. pi.

6010B—same as 6010—broken die
6011A—same as 6011—broken die on reverse
6012A—Blessed is the Giver Great Fair for the Sanitary

Commission New York May 1864—-489—C. pi.

6012B—same—same—Br. pi.

6012C—same—same—W. M. pi.

6012D—same—struck over 1806 one Franc piece. S.
6016A—same as 6016—struck over 1856 Eagle Cent

—

broken die
6017A—See Num. Rev. I,ii,25.

6019—same as 6018—struck over Dime
6020A—same as 6020—broken die
6020B—same as 6020—rev. incused
6023A—same as 6023—struck over C-N. Cent
6045A—same as 6045—die broken on edge
6045B—same as 6045A—thin 1 m/m
6051—same as 6045—struck over 1748 Mex. 1 Real—S.
6052A—same as 6052—die broken on edge
6055—redeemable S. H. Scripture in Currency. Good for 4

Cents. Hardblack rubber N. Y.
6056A—same as 6056—cracked die
6056B—same as 6056—thick 2 m/m cracked die
6063A—same as 6056—broken die
6069A—same as 6069—thick 2 m/m
6070

—

same as 6069—N. pi.

6070A—same as 6069—W. M.
6071

—

obv. of 6069—144—N. pi.

6072—

rev. of 6056—76—W. M.
6073

—

same as 6072—N. pi.

6074

—

same as 6072—W. M. pi.

6081A—same as 6081—broken die
6083—-same as 6082—N. pi.

6088—6085—292—C. pi.

6088A—6085—293—C. pi.

6090A—same as 6090—broken die
6090B—same as 6090—W. M.
6090C—same as 6090—counterstamped “J. Mahnken” Twice
6111—6095—87—N. pi.

61 ISA—same as 6115—broken die
6 1 1 5 B—same as 6115 the end of the left ribbon is longer.

6120—

6095—142A—C. pi.

6121—

6095—143—C. pi.

6123—6095—143—N. pi.

6132A—6095—165—N. pi.

6134—6095—269—C-N. pi.

6137—6095—273—N.
6146—obv. of 6095—291—C. pi.
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6170—same as 6169—Large 20^4 m/m
6173—same as 6171—N. pi.

6179—same as 6177—N. pi.

6194—6159—165—N.
6212—6159—301—N.
6226A—same as 6226—die broken on edge of rev.
6226B—same as 6226—die broken on edge C. plated
6227—6226—595— VV. M. pi.

6228A—same as 6228—copper
6237A—same as 6234—struck over C-N. Cent
6239—-struck over sixpence
6248—6246—486—N. pi.

6250B—6250—N.
6251—6246—516—N. pi.

6250A—6246—516—W. M.
6251A—6246—516—S. pi.

6253—486—516—Br. pi.

6259A—same as 6259 struck over English Six Pence—S. pi.
6269—6268—566—Br. pi.

6271—6268— 100......C. pi.

6273A—6268—102—C. pi.

6274—rev. of 6268—218—C. pi.

6276—rev. of 6268—335—W.M. pi.

6277A—same as 6277—Large plan
6278—6277—300—W. M. pi.

6283A—same as 6283—L. pi.

6293—Watson T Store—Good for 1 cent-—-L. pi.
6301—6300—rev. of 6296—Br. pi.

6303—6300—-“11 stars” above 13 and 14 Abbatoir Place
West 39st., N. Y.—C. pi.

6306—6304—rev. of 6303—C. pi.—pole and cap above Eagle
6306A—same as 6304-—Br.
611—6307—418—Z. R.
6312C—6307—410—C-N.
6320C—6315—420—C-N.
6331—same as 6330—Br. pi.—thin
6332A—same as 6332—Br. pi.

6333—same as 6332—Sil. pi.

6339A—same as 6339—Br. pi.—Large thin
6339B—same as 6339—Incused—Br. pi.

6349A—same as 6349—L. pi.

6350—same as 6349—C. pi. Large
6351A—same as 6351—C.
635 IF—same as 6351—No. Star.
6352A—same as 6352—C.
6353—rev. of 6354—Incued—Br.
63 5,4A—same as 6354—

.

6354F—same as 6354—different die.

6354G—same as 6354—Die cracked through Y. of N. Y.—Br.
6354H—same as 6354—Die cracked through 6 of date.
6355—Town Branch/Store/Redeemed/in goods—420—C. R.
6355A—Goodyear/India Rubber/Depot—Fred A Plum/l/Cent

Hard black rubber—190/River St./Troy, N. Y.
6355B—W. E. Ilagen/No. 1/First St. Troy, N. Y.

—

Soda Water/5/Cents—Hard black rubber.
6357—6356—610—N. pi.

6364A—634—“Blank Center”—569—C. pi.
6371—See Num. Rev. I, ii, 25.
6400A—same as 6400—thick.
6401—same of 6400—Br. pi.

6408—same as 6407—C-N. pi.

6426—

6400—211—C. pi.

6427

—

same—same—Br. pi.

6430—same—same—Sil. PI.
6361-—Ella Buchanan/Watchmaker/

Ashland,O.—Murdock’s Card—Br. R
6475A—6473—443—incused
6478—6477—499—C. pi.

6485—6479—471—C. pi.

6507A—6502—Rev. of 6502—C. R.
6508A—404—C. R.
6S09A—Rev. of 6507—420—C. R.
6515—6513—obv. of 6507—C.
6S15A—Stearns, Berea, O.—Rev. of 6502—C. pi.
6525—-rev. of 6523—rev. of 7405—C. pi.

6528—rev. of 6523—rev. of 569—C. pi.

6529A—6529—404—C. R.
6530A—same of 6530—C. PI.
6533A—6529—420—C. R.
6S33B—6529—420—C-N. R.
6535A—6529—642—C. pi.

6537A—6529—656—C. pi.

6546—6539—420—C. R.
6551—6547—Incused—C. pi.

6559A—6552—621—C. R.
6570—6565—420—C-N. R.
65 74A—same as 6574. reeded
6579—6573—420—C. R.

6590—

6588—419—C. R.

6591—

6588—419—C-N. R.
6596—6594—419—Z. R.
6596A—6594—420—C. R.
6596B—6594—420—C-N. R.
6598—6597—6597—Br.

spear heads.
Chillicothe, O.—664—Br. R.

66$5—Phoenix/House/No. 155/—Good for/5/Cents
Second St.—M. Kissek/—at/M. Kissek Bar—C.
Prop/Chillicothe, O.

6634—6630—117—C. pi.

6644A—6641—420—C-N. R
6647—6641—635—C. pi.

6647A—6641—661—C. pi.
6653—6551—418—Z. R.
6655—6651—405—Z. R.
6670A—6670—405—Z. R.
6671—6670—418—Br. R.
6675—6670—420—C. R.
6680A—6678—418—C. R.
6680B—6678—405—Br. pi.
6681A—6678—406—C. pi.—Broken die
6685—6678—420—C. R.
6699A—6696—418—Z. R.
6700—6696—418—Z. R.
6706—6703—617—C. pi.
6709—6703—420—C. R.
6710A—6703—659—C. R.
6711—6703—661—C. R.
6711A—6703—661—C. pi.

^12A—same as 6712—19m/m—W. M. pi.—thick 3}4m/m.
6721A same as 6721—W. M.—Very thick
6722A—Revolvers/Cutlery/Notion/55—24}4m/m

—

thin y2m/m
Broadway/Cincinnati, O.—Stanton stamp on blank

planchet
3 Stars above, & 3 below—Br.

0727

A

—same as 6727—Lead
6731A 6725—J. W. Fitzgood/Grocer/Cor./Fifth and/

Broadway/Cincinnati, O.—C. pi.
6735A Dr. Bennetts/Medicine/cures Sickness/and/pain.

Four stars on each side.
Ornaments different—565—C. pi.

6737—6736—404—C. R.
6737A—6736—408—C. pi.

6739A—6736—417—C. pi.

6745A—6736—420—C. R.
6746—6736—659—C. pi.

6746A—6736—662—C. pi.

6746B—6736—668—C. pi.

6747A—same as 6747—thick planchet
6763A—6761—420—C. R.
6769—6761—629—C. pi.

6769A—6761—659—C. pi.

6769B—6761—661—C.
6769C—6761—672—C.
6775—6770—420—C. R.
6775A—6770—Blank—C. pi.

6775B—6776—405—C. R.
6779—6776—420—C. R.
6784A—6783—405—C. pi.

6784B—6783—405—Br. pi.

6785A—402—507—Br. pi.

6785B—6783—507—Z. pi.
6790A—6783—420—C. R.
6795A—same as 6795—thick planchet
6807A—418—508—Br. R.
6807B—6802—508—C. R.
6809—6802—405—C. pi.
6811—6802—rev. of 6793—Br. pi.

6822—

418—577—Br. R.

6823—

418—587—C. pi.

6830—6827—659—C. pi.

6833—6827—420—C. R
6835—6827—668—C. pi.

6840A—same as 6840—thick planchet
6842A—6840—420—C. R.
6842B—same as 6842B—thick
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6844—6840—419—C-N. R.
6844A—6840—Arctic Good for 1 Glass Soda Water—C. R.
6847—6845—420—C. R.
6851—6845—622—C. PI.
6853—6845—633—C. pi.

6858—6854—418—Z. R.
685 9A—Consulere/Generi/Honunem/

Ho/Hi/Whang/Bo C./129374/
Three stars in circles, on each side—419—C. R.

6859B—Obv. of 6859A—Magi Geni/Qubo/Dairi/Whang—C. R.
6863—6862—405—C. Zinc planted
6883A—6877—420—C. R.
6885—6877—622—C. pi.

6877A—same as 6887—Reeded edge
6895—6894—405—Br. pi.

6900—6894—420—C. R.
6906A—same as 6906—thick plan
6914A—same as 6914—Br. pi.

6917A—same as 6917—Broken die
6918A—6908—418—C. pi.—Cracked die
6923A—6908—617—C. pi.

6924A—6908—659—C. R.
6925—6908—660—C. pi.

6941—6929—420—C. R.
6936A—6932—405—Br. pi.

6939A—Copper rev.
6940A—692—420—C. R.
6945A—6944—418—Z. R.
6945B—6944—420—Z. R.
6946—6944—420—C. R.
6948—6944—Blank—C. pi.

6951A—same as 6951—thick
6958—691—453—C. pi.

6960A—6959—210—Br. pi.

6961—6959—420—C. R.
6973A—6972—406—C. pi.

69 7 6A—6972—615—C. pi.

6978—6972—635—C. pi.

6978A—6972—668—C. pi.

6981—Rev. of 6979—420—C-N. R.
6984A—6982—420—C. R.
6985—6982—659—C. pi.

6986A—same as 6986—broken die
6986B—6986—405—C. pi.

6990A—6986—420—C. R.—Rare
6997A—6995—420—C. R.—Rare
7002A—69995—668—C. pi.

7003—6995—672—C. pi.

7009A—Milk check 6 stars. 3 large and 2 small—ornaments
inclosed in wreath—Die similar to 310
One Quart of Milk & six ornaments surrounded by
eleven stars—C. pi.

7016B—Buy your/Coal/from/Galway Smith & Co.
Good for/1 /Cent/Payment in Coal/
Galway Smith & Co.—C. pi.

7018—7015—obverse of 6725—C. pi.
7022A—7019—420—C-N. R.
7042—7030—One Half Gal.—C. R.
7054—7049—419—C. R.
7054A—7049—420—C. R.
7056—7055—405—Br. pi.

7066A—same as 066—Broken die
7074

—

Gilbert B. Hotchkiss/
1/Pint Milk—572—Br. pi.

7075

—

same—same—sil. pi.

7077A—7077—416—C. R.
7083—7077—635—

.
pi.

7088A—7086—420—C. R.
7089—7086—615— pi.

7090A—7086—617—C. pi.

7091—7086—635—C. pi.

7093A—same as 7093—Br. pi.

7095A—same as 7095—Br. pi.

7101—7093—615—C. R.
7106A—7104—406—Br. R.
7105B—same as 7105—Broken die
7106A—same as 7106—Name double cut—Br ul
71111A—7104—615—C. pi.

'

7112A—7104—622—C. pi.

7114A—7104—661—C. pi.

7118—7104—672—C. pi.

7143—7137—406—C. R.
7140A—7137—406—C. R.
7144A—7137—420—C-N. R.

7153A—same as 7153— Z. R.
7156A—same as 7156—broken die
7 162A—7160—420—C. R.
7165A—7165—406—C. pi.

7167A—7165—415—C. pi.

7174A—7165—659—C. pi.

7174B—7165—680—C. pi.

7177A—7177—404—C. pi.

7177B-7177—405—C. pi.
7181—7177—418—Z. R.
7182A—7177—420—C. R
7182B—7177—420—C-N. R.
7183A—7177—622—C. pi.

7183B—7177—635—C. pi.

7183C—7177—642—C. pi.

7183D—659—C. pi.

7183E—7177—660—C. pi.

7184A—7177—661—C-N. pi.

7189B—7186—420—C. R.

7191—

One/Shave/Hill—Blank—C. pi.
7192

—

One/Hair Cut/Hill—Blank—C. pi.
7201A—7201—406—C. pi.

7201A—7201—406—C. pi.—cracked die
7204A'—7201—420—C. pi.—cracked die
7207A—7201—615—C. pi.—cracked die
7204A—7201—420—C. pi.
7213—7209—340—C. pi.

7213A—7209—657—C. pi.

7213B—same as 7213A—Sil. pi.

721 7A—7217—405—C. pi.

7222—7217—420—C-N. R.
7226A—7226—420—C. R.
7226B—7226—420—C-N. R.
7232A—7231—616—C. pi.—double profile
7236A—same as 7236—592—C. pi.—broken die
7248A—7247—418—Z. R.
7249A—7247—453 dated 1863—C-N. R.
7253A—7253—467—C-N. pi.

£2S4A same as 7254—W. M. pi.—Very thick 354m/m.
725SA same as 7255—-W. M. pi.—Very thick 3 l/m/m,7265—7260—672—C. pi.

7274A—same as 7274—C-N. pi.

7275A—same as 7275—Die broken between 1 & 3 of 134
7275B—same as 7275—W. M.
7276A—same as 7276—Bronze
7277—same as 7276 plated—C. nickeled
7281—obverse of 7278—420—C. R.
7282A—7278—617—C. pi.

7283—7278—672—C. pi.

7285A—7284—405—C. pi.

7285B—7284—405—Br. pi.

7289—7284—420—C. R.
7299—7292—668—C. pi.

7301A—7300—418—Z. pi.

7306A—obverse of 7307—405—C. pi.
7306B—obverse of 7307—415—C. pi.

7308A—obverse of 7307—418—C-N. R.
7308B—obverse of 7307—418—Z. R.
7309A—obverse of 7307—619—C. pi.
7310A—obverse of 7307—634—C. thick
7310B—obverse of 7307—660—C. pi.
7312—obverse of 7307—668—C. thick
7314A—7313—467—Br. pi.

7319A—7318—405—Br. pi.

7319B—7318—410—C. pi.
7324—7318—418—Z. R.
7324A—7318—420—C. R.
7325A—7318—635—C. pi.

7326A—7318—659—C. pi.

7326B—7318—660—C. pi.
7331—7329—664—C. pi.

7331A—obv. of 7332—117—C. pi.

7331B—obv. of 7332—117—Br. pi.
7331C—obv. of 7332—422—C. pi.
7331D—obv. of 7332—422—Br. pi.
7335A—7332—426—C. pi.

7335B—7332—426—Br. pi.
7339A—7332—446—C. pi.

7339B—7332—446—Br. pi.
7354—7332—478—C. pi.

7361A—7332—478.—Copper Rev.
7371A—7332—528—C. pi.—cracked die
7372A—7332—528—Br. pi.—cracked die
7382A—7332—547—C. pi.
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7382B—7332—547—Br. pi.

7388A—7332—555—C. pi.

7388B—7332—555—Br. pi.

7395A—same as 7395—die broken on edge
7398A—7332—591—C. pi.

7398B—7332—591—Br. pi.

7408A—same as 7405—C. pi.

7408B—7332—rev. of 7409—Br. pi.

7408D—7332—Leather and Shoe Findings Wool Sheep-Pelts
Shipping Furs &c&c. 24 dots around border.—C. pi.

7408E—7332—Leather and Shoe Findings Wool Sheep-Pelts
Shipping Furs &c&c. 24 dots around border.—Br. pi.

7410—same as 7409—Br. pi.

7413—

7332—obv. of 7275—C. pi.

7414—

7332-obv. of 7276—C. pi.

7418A—7417—30—C. pi.

7418B—same as 7318A—-cracked die
7419—7417—117—C. pi.

7419A—7417—117—Br. pi.

7421A—7417—422—C. pi.

7421B—7417—422—C. pi.

7421B—7417—422—Br. pi.

7431A—7417—447—C. pi.

7433—7417—459—Br. pi.

7445—7417—478—Br. pi.

7445A—7417—478—Copper Rev.
7450A—same as 7450—Obv. is copper, rev. is brass.
7459—same as 7458—-524—Br. R.
7459A—7417—528—C. pi.

7459B—7417—528—Br. pi.

7471A—7417—547—C. pi.

7471B—7417—547—Br. pi.

7495—same as 7494—Br. pi.

7497—same as 7496—Br. pi.

7500A—7417—Geo. Worthington & Co. Card—C. pi.

7500B—7417—Geo. Worthington & Co. Card—Br. pi.

7501—

7417—Rev. of 6462—C. pi.

7502

—

7417—rev. of 6462—Br. pi.

7503—

7417—rev. of 7408D—C. pi.

7506A—same as 7506—broken die
7507A—7504—rev. of 7506—W. M. pi.

7520—7516—rev. of 6732—C. pi.

7534A—same as 7534—Br. R.
7534B—same as 7534—Z. R.
7535A—same as 7535—Z. R.
7537A—same as 7536—badly broken die
7539A—same as 7539—cracked die
7540A—-same as 7540—over-strike on obv.
7545A—7542—420
7555A—same as 7555—Die badly broken on edge of rev.
7560A—7558—418—Z. R.
7563-7558-615—C. pi.

7565A—7558—661—C. pi.

7566A—Good for/one/loaf/273/Fifth/St. R. A. Macauley
Stanton stamp on thin blank plan—C.

7566B—Good for 5 Ct/drink/at/the/bar/R. T. Markham.
John’s/5/cent saloon.—C. pi.

7568—same as 7568—thick 2m/m.
7569A—7567—402—Z. pi.

7569B—7567—405—C. pi.

7569C—7567—405—Br. pi.

7S70A—7567—407—C. pi.

7572A—7567-418—Z. R.

7575—

7567—622—C. pi.

7576—

7567—660—C. pi.

75 78A—7577—402—/Br. pi.

7S79A—7577—405—Z. R.
7584A—7577-420—C-N. pi.

7584B—7577—454 dated 1863—C-N. pi.

7586—Good for lOc/drink at bar/R. T. Martin.
John’s/10 cents/Saloon. 2 stars at each side.—C. pi.

7593—7587—420—C. R.
7600A—same as 600—thick 2m/m
7601A—7599—405—Br. R.
7604A—7599—420—C. R.
7610A—7610—210—C. pi.

7611A—7610—405—C. pi.

7612A—7610—406—C. pi.—broken die
761 5A—7610—418—Z. R.
761 7A—same as 7617—C-N. R.
7620A7618—420—C. R.
7627A—7625—418—N. R.
7633A—7631—420—C. R.
7636A—7637—405—C. pi.

7638A—7637—418—Z. R.
7639—7637—420—C. R.
7643A—7642—597—C. R.—broken die
7648A—7646—405—Br. pi.

7649A—7646—420—C. R.
7660A—7664—420—C. R.
7677A—7677—rev. of 7886—C. R.
7677B—7677—420—C. R.
7677C—7677—495—C. R.
7677D—7677—577—C. R.
7677E—7677—580—C. R.
7678A—7677—404—C. R.
7679A—same as 7679—C. R.
7681—7677-501—C. pi.

7681 A—7677—501—C. R.
7682A—7682—Plain large—Br.
7682B—7682—Plain large—W. M.
7683—7682—St. Lawrence—Br. pi.

7684A—7684—406—C. pi.

7710—7706—418—Z. R.
7710A—7706—420—C. R.
7717A—7714—418—Z. R.
7719—7714—420—C. .

7722—same as 7721—Br.
7723A—7723—418—Z. R.
7724A—7725—420—C. R.
7730—7729—Rev. of 7729—C. pi.—5 instead of 10
773SA—7731—405—Br. pi.

7735B—7731—406—C. pi.

7730A—7731—418—Z. R.
7739A—7731—420—C. .

7743—7731—615—C. pi.

7743A—7731—617—C. pi.

7745A—7744—420—C. R.
7750A—7749—418—Z. R.

(To be continued)

IMPORTANT PUBLICATION
The last, and perhaps most important work of the late lamented Professor Behrendt Pick, is

ready for publication in the next issue of NUMISMATIC REVIEW. It contains some startling and

important developments in the field of Palestinian numismatics.

AVIATION ITEMS SOUGHT
Owners of Aviation medals, etc. are uged to contact Dr. Otto Kallir, 46 West 57th Street, New

York, who is compiling a Corpus of such items.
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ANOTHER VARIETY OF CANADIAN "SHIPS, COLONIES
& COMMERCE" TOKEN

(Breton No. 997)

Based on notes of Dr. Eugene G. Courteau

(For the arrangement and language of the article the Editor is responsible; the piece itself was identi-

fied and classified by Dr. Courteau, but we have not traced any publication of it by him; the actual note is

a brief memorandum on the coin envelope in which he kept his specimen. It was his custom tol keep several

specimens of each minor variety in thisl series. From the circumstances that he had but one it is presumed
the new piece is uncommon. Dr. Courteau examined hundreds of specimens of the series, and discovered
two or three other major varieties. Ed.)

The famous series of "Ships, Colonies & Commerce” tokens grouped together by Breton under

a single number, 997, represent a large group of issues made, indubitably, by more than one issuer

and over a period of several years. Several distinguished numismatists have been interested in them,

and several publications dealing with their classification have appeared, beginning with the pioneer

work of Mr. Jeremiah Gibbs, a rather elaborate photographic chart made by Howland Wood, and cul-

minating with the classification of W. A. D. Lees, originally printed in the Numismatist, January 1917,

but available also in a separate reprint. Lee listed 46 major varieties in three groups, minor varie-

ties, the result of cracked dies or different arrangements of reverse in respect to obverse, or thickness

of flan are grouped under single numbers.

The new variety belongs to the "third group” with H in two places on the obverse, and the

dies are those of the variety Lees calls No. 36, the reverse showing C of Colonies directly over C of

Commerce, a club knob ampersand (&) with thick sharp tail. This reverse die combines with only

one obverse die. It is known with perfect and cracked dies. The new variety, which may be called

"36A” (or, for convenience, perhaps "47”) is from the reverse die in an earlier state, and the varia-

tions are not the result of accident but clear intention, hence it must be regarded rather as a major

than as a minor variety. On it the first M of Commerce is lower than the second, especially at the right

top. This is not only easily seen, but decidedly ugly. Careful examination of ordinary specimens of

No. 36 show the M placed more gracefully, in better alignment — and beneath it traces of the badly

aligned letter. It is obvious that the die was recut at this place. From the circumstances that the piece

with the unrecut M is not common, it may be surmised that the improvement was made very soon after

the die came in use, and that very few pieces struck before the correction were circulated. The dies are

upright. It is interesting to observe that much care seems to have been taken with the production of

the issue, if so small a correction was thought worth while by the manufacturers. The illustrations are

taken from the Courteau specimen, the only one accessible. However, it should be pointed out that other

specimens may be at present in various collections, classified as No. 36, since both varieties agree in

the "points” used by Lees in his descriptions.

The phrase "Ships, Colonies & Commerce’’ is of political signficance, derived from a remark

of Napoleon at Ulm, in 1805, just before Trafalgar; he said those were three things he desired —
and which obviously he thought the British had. The tokens thus tie in with other Canadian tokens

relating to Wellington, Nelson, and other matters pertaining to the Napoleonic Wars, no doubt chosen

to allow the plea the tokens, which are considerably later, were medals of the period before agitation

against such tokens had become acute. The series is of some interest also, because while most of the

varieties are carefully made, a few of the dies seem later to have come into the hands of minor

manufacturers and have been used for making some of the blacksmith tokens.

V
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BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED

EARLY AMERICAN CURRENCY. By George L. McKay. (Numismatic Notes and Mono-
graphs, No. 104). American Numismatic Society, New York, 1944, xxi, 84 pp.

This is a rather brief discussion of American Colonial Paper money, written from the point of

view of the person interested in printing, design, and currency, and not primarily that of the numis-

matist. As is to be expected, the virtues of the work lie in its synoptic treatment of the financial history

of the use of fiduciary money in the northern colonies, and in accounts of the printers, and discussions

of the designs. To us the most interesting thing in the book is the suggestion in the introduction by

W. A. Dwiggins, (p. xx) that he believes the leaf on Franklin’s bills is an anticounterfeiting device,

produced by printing from a plate to which in some manner the pattern of a natural leaf of a tree

had been mechanically transferred. Whether this is correct or not, this suggestion is one of great value

to all who are interested in peculiar methods of printing.

One minor point perhaps deserves comment; on page 12 there is a reference to "paper money at

Leyden in the 16th Century.” No note on this is given, but the specimens we have seen are struck from

dies on flans made of pieces of book-cover, the material being merely substituted for metal. These are

true coins of course, and have analogues at Cambrai and elsewhere, but we doubt that they enter into

the history of paper money as that term is usually understood. M.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BIBLE LIFE. By Madeline S. and
J. Lane Miller, New York, Harper

& Brothers, 1945. 4.95. This is a meticulously and studiously written one-volume library on things

biblical, containing, as it does, some 500 pages, 100 pages of illustrations, 12 pages of full color maps,

five indexes, and dealing with 1694 subjects in 22 sections. "Does for the people, places, activities and

customs of the Bible, what a commentary does for the text” is indeed a proper description of the

book. Fifteen columns are devoted to numismatics of the Bible, and of considerable interests, though

perhaps somewhat controversial, are the short references to "some rare extant Hebrew silver coins from

the fourth century B.C.” The American Numismatic Society, as well as many great institutions through-

out the world, have helped the Rev. and Mrs. Miller in their painstaking labor. As a truly compre-

hensive Encyclopedia of Bible Life, we recommend the book to our readers, who are taking interest

in matters biblical; it belongs among the best. H.

THE NUMISMATIC CHRONICLE, 1942, Parts i-iv. London "1942” 112 pp., 2 pounds.

The Chronicle continues to appear, and of course continues to print articles of great importance, which

tend to be of a highly advanced character. In the issue before us Mr. Sutherland discusses the evidence

of overstrikes on early Greek silver as showing the movement of money about the Mediterranean settle-

ments. The other leading papers are on medieval coins: an unfinished manuscript by the late Sir Arthur

Evans on Early Anglo-Saxon gold coins is printed, which we believe is of great importance — for we

are only beginning to realize that certain supposed y "Merovingian” pieces were of English origin,

although some of the older numismatists a century ago were on the right track about them. Mr. Suther-

land follows this with a discussion of Sceattas. We say less of these papers than we might, did we not

expect from Mr. Sutherland a brief paper on the present state of knowledge of early Anglo-Saxon coin-

age, with special emphasis on the now firmly attributed gold. Mr. Derek Allen has a paper on Irish

Bracteates. They have long been known, long treated with almost complete neglect. They are of two

kinds; regular bracteates and what Mr. Allen calls 'double bracteates.” These are more what Joseph

calls Halbbrakteaten, and similar to a few issues in Southern Germany, particularly Worms. Since the
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publication of the paper we have located one or two specimens in America in addition to the two we

were able to communicate to Mr. Allen, and shall perhaps return to the subject more fully in the

columns of the magazine at an early date. A paper on statistical methods and a number of brief notes

complete the issue. M.

STANDARD CATALOGUE OF THE COINS OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. By

B. A. Seaby. London, 1945. 70 pp.

This is a modest compendium, which makes no pretensions, but nobody should be misled by the

reserved manner of the compiler. It is actually the most useful and informative small book we have

ever seen about the coins of England. The way in which the author has condensed into small compass

the most essential facts about the coins of the British Isles is remarkable, and one misses almost nothing

that one feels is essential. Our only criticism is perhaps that the valuations might better have been

omitted in the case of coins known in but one example and that in a public collection (like the gold

dinar of Offa)
;
but since the author invites suggestion, we do think the penny of the Welsh ruler

Howel Dda is oddly placed. But we only say these things that it may be understood with how much

pleasure and approval we have examined this little booklet. Every collector who takes any interest

in English coins will want to add this pamphlet to his library, and will, we think, find it a reliable

guide to a series which must interest almost every serious numismatist. It is pleasant to learn that it is

planned to issue a revised edition every two years. M.

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE MINT. Fiscal Year ended June 30 1943,

Washington 1943. Price 50 cents (cloth), at the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Print-

ing Office, Washington, D. C. — In a terse 107 page report, the entire picture of coinage and produc-

tion of precious metals is reviewed; we call attention to pages 46 and 55 for the list of domestic coins

withdrawn from circulation during 1943. The booklet contains much additional information useful to

numismatists. On page 90 a footnote reports a gold coinage in Iran of 310 one pahlavi pieces and of

690 half pahlavi pieces, which are collector’s pieces rather than a circulating medium. H.

BULLETIN OF THE TREASURY DEPARTMENT. November, 1944. U. S.' Treasury Depart-

ment. Office of the Secretary. Washington, D. C. This 76 page bulletin contains some tabulations deal-

ing with circulation of domestic coins, bulletin value seigniorage, etc. H.

BRITISH NUMISMATIC JOURNAL, 1942-1943. Including Proceedings of the British Num-

ismatic Society for 1942. Vol. 24, part 2, (issued 1944).

We are happy to welcome another issue of this journal, which is of course devoted to the coins

of Great Britain and her possessions; the contents of the present issue dealing indeed altogether with

the coinage of England. The papers presented are all highly technical, the first being an exhaustive

study of the Stamford and Peterborough mints by William C. Wells, part 3. In this Mr. Wells con-

cludes his remarks on the coins of Edward the Martyr, and takes up the coinage of Aethelred II. This

latter reign was of course a period of Danish invasions, during which all English mints were kept busy

coining silver to pay Danegelt, the tribute of silver extorted by the invaders; and nearly 90% of the

known coins of the reign seem to have been found on the continent; and a very large proportion are

in Scandinavian museums. Laboring under occasional difficulties, because of inaccessibility of certain

rare types, Mr. Wells seems to be doing a very thorough job, and proposes slight modifications of pre-

vious theories of the succession of types during the reign of Aethelred, discusses certain coins from
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intentionally altered dies which may or may not indicate transfer of individual moneyers from the

service of the king to that of the Abbot, and also a base coin of an otherwise unknown moneyer whom
he suspects was soon caught and punished, and another base coin of a man who seems to have also

issued good silver pieces. Finally the use of a single reverse die for a coin of Aetheled and another

of Sihtric of Dublin suggests that Godere of Stamford may have retired to Ireland and taken service

with the Irish king. Mr. C. A. Whitton has a Note on the Post Treaty Nobles of Edward III, mainly

concerned with use at the Calais mint of old obverse dies from London, there is a careful catalogue of

An Exhibition of Coins of Henry VIII and a discussion of Half Sovereigns and Double Crowns. Fin-

ally there is an obituary of Lord Grantley, born in 1859, which contains a delightful anecdote. When
asked his special field of interest he replied "I don’t specialize: I collect everything.” We believe his

Anglo-Saxon and Crusader series were those he liked best; his rather small list of publications includes

chiefly papers on those topics.

The Proceedings are brief, but it is pleasant to find that even in war time the society has con-

tinued to meet and discuss papers. M.

THE NUMISMATIST, November, 1944. Federalsburg, Md. Mr. Kortjohn reports on some in-

teresting changes in the compostion of coins during the present war, and while his list seems impressive,

it would have been a good idea to illustrate the article. Mr. Chase continues to write on C. S. A. paper

money, and Rabbi Schaalman, of Cedar Rapids, reviews Romanoff’s Jewish Symbols on Ancient Jewish

Coins, which is being distributed by Numismatic Review. Mr. Deacon reports on what goes on in

Australia, numismatically. H.

THE NUMISMATIST, December, 1944. Federalsburg, Md. Mr. Hoober’s account of Colonial

Paper Currency of Pennsylvania and New Jersey stimulates interest in this series, but is rather synoptic.

Professor Gallo-Ruiz discusses The Profile Portrait in Numismatics with much elegance, explaning

varied theories from an artist’s point of view. Mr. Chase continues his C. S. A. Paper Money. Col.

Sigler writes on Numismatic Research in a general way. Mr. Hammer, who is Librarian and Curator,

writes a sketch entitled Library Notes, though he says "it’s been long since we last wrote a Library

sketch”, Mr. Hammer winds up with the fatherly advice "all collectors would do well to invest in these

inexpensive works issued by . . .”, naming a certain dealer. "Si tacuisset, philosophus mansisset”.

We are pleased to see notice of Mr. Mosher’s appointment as editor. We know him well, and

feel that his incentive, inspiration and imagination are qualities that augur well for a happy sojourn in

the editorial chair. We wish him the best of luck. M. & H.

THE NUMISMATIST, January, 1945. This is the first number of the venerable magazine en-

tirely filled with the spirit of the new editor — and the progress is obvious. The general impression

of this number is much better than anything we have seen in many years past, and if the new editor,

Mr. Stuart Mosher, keeps going this way — and there is no reason to doubt it — a really great maga-

zine must of necessity be the result. Mr. Butler writes on Heraldry and acquaints those wholly un-

familiar with the subject with the rudiments of an important auxiliary to numismatics. Mr. Chase con-

tines his C.S.A. Paper money. Mr. S. M. Mosser, the Librarian of The American Numismatic Society,

reports on the dedication of a plaque in what were once Mr. Newell’s working rooms
;
on this occasion,

Professor Shear, Mrs. Brett, and the Editor of the Numismatic Review spoke in memory of the great

scholar. Mr. Mosher, in "Publications Received’’ has kind words for our magazine, and the few criti-

cisms he has for it are well deserved
;
the celluloid medal pictured twice comes in various colors, though
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it does of course not show on the plate, but when Mr. Mosher says that Brazil and other South

American countries are not exactly "battlefronts”—he is indeed right, and we stand cheerfully corrected.

A new and welcome feature is The Editor’s Corner, and the rest of this number is of the same high

standard. H.

THE COIN COLLECTOR’S JOURNAL. September-October, 1944. New York, Wayte Ray-

mond, Publisher. $2.00 annually, by subscription. This number contains Dr. Paul Szego’s delightful

story of Syracusan Coinage, and Col. Sigler’s Coins of Colonial America, but no book review. H.

THE COIN COLLECTOR’S JOURNAL. November-December, 1944. Mr. Nesmith’s splendid

15-page article on "The Lima pieces of George II of England” is the best we have seen of this gifted

author. With meticulous care, Mr. Nesmith lets the contemporary sources speak for themselves, and

thus adds the virtue of fascination to scientific exactitude.

Treasure Accounts are reproduced along with excerpts from diaries and contemporary prints;

the entire event of Anson’s cruise develops logically, and there really is nothing we can find fault

with in this article. Mr. Nesmith is a great student.

"The Future of Numismatic Literature” is a naively elementary production. One suggestion is

made that "hundreds of worth while articles can he translated from French and German.” Yes, if they

are very important, but the progress in numismatic studies must come from people who have energy

enough, if they work in fields that require the use of those languages, to learn how to read them.

Amateurs are never unwelcome in numismatic study, but they must be sincere amateurs. It costs

nothing but effort to get an education providing you have a motive for getting it, and one of the virtues

of collecting is that it often provides that motive. A bibliography is rarely the starting place of scien-

tific study except for compilers, who of course, work backwards. The starting place of good numis-

matic study is always examination of specimens. Critical bibliographies (where merits of the literature

are discussed) are valuable. But cheerful persons who list titles of books and articles without discrim-

ination merely "pass the buck”, though in the academic world some of them get degrees. As to the

"problem” of whether the Greeks of Asia Minor or the Chinese originated COINS, there is no pro-

blem. Both easterners and westerners used metal as money. Coins are specifically marked pieces of

metal. There is no GOOD evidence for the existence of such things anywhere before the 8th Cen-

tury B.C. In the absence of contemporary records, no scientists would venture more than an opinion as

to whether the Lydians knew about the Chinese or vice versa, so far as the idea of coinage is con-

cerned. Our opinion is that there was no direct interplay. M. & H.

WORLD-FAMOUS JEWISH MAGICIANS. By Helen Hirsch. Reprinted from The Jewish

Forum, New York. This interestingly and well written treatease mentions some of the tokens issued

by famous magicians, which were issued either as pure advertising matter or as "palming” coins, used

on stage. The pamphlet is available from the publishers, at 305 Broadway, New York. H.

PHYSICIANS "STORECARDS” AND APOTHECARIES’ WEIGHTS. This article by Prof.

Bruno Kisch, published in the last issue of Numismatic Review, has been reprinted in an edition of 150

copies, for private circulation only. H.
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NEW AND RECENT ISSUES
ARGENTINA. A companion to the 10 centavos previously noted here, is a brass 5 centavos

of 1943, similar in type to the larger piece, except for the value, which is "5”. Size, 12.5mm.

BELGIUM. Specimens of the zinc alloy coins put out by the Nazi Overlords have come to

hand recently. These include the 5 francs, dated 1941, with the head of Leopold III and the legend,

in Flemish, LEOPOLD III KONING DER BELGEN (Leopold III King of the Belgians)
;
the reverse

has a large crowned 5, with FR on the left, 1941 underneath and L III on either side; the edge is

milled, size, 25mm. Through the courtesy of 1st Lt.Philip Meistrich, of Brooklyn, N. Y., we are

able to illustrate the 1 franc, 25, 10 and 5 centimes pieces; he obtained them at Florens, Belgium in

August of last year—when a glass of beer was worth 5 francs. These coins may be described as

follows: 1 franc 1944 (like 1943) has a Belgian shield with BELGIE and BELGIQUE on the sides

and the double monograms of the king, 1944 below, with 1 — F on the reverse. Edge, milled, size,

21.5mm. — The 25, 10 and 5 centimes are close copies of the 1938 issue of the same denominations

in nickel, but curiously enough, a rosace of five petals has been added on either side of the denomi-

nation. Dates seen include 1942, 1943. Through the kind help of Miss Clough of the Chase National

Bank Collection we are able to illustrate a specimen of the new 2 francs piece, struck at London and

brought into Belgium by the Allied armies. It has BELGIQUE/BELGIE and two branches on obverse,

and 2 Fr. 1944 and branches on reverse, the size is 19mm and the edge is plain.

BRAZIL. Three types of coins, not previously noted, though of familiar appearance, should be

mentioned. A 100 Reis piece of 1942, similar to earlier issues in nickel, but made of reddish brass;

a 50 centavos of the new system, dated 1942 also, and of the same composition as the last; and finally

a 5 cruzeiros 1942, similar to the 2 cruzeiros previously noted, and the latest yellowish brass composit-

ion. This coin measures 27mm. in diameter and seems to be the highest denomination of the new

system thus far.

ECUADOR. The coin here illustrated has been described in our previous number. It is the

new silver-dollar size 5 sucre piece of 1943 struck at the Mexico City Mint.

EGYPT. New shapes seem to come into greater use for the minor coins of this nation; the

silver 2 piastres of 1944, released only a short while ago, is of hexagonal shape, resting on the base;

the bronze 10 and 5 milliemes 1943 have bevelled edges and are similar to such coins previously issued

in Iraq. The hexagonal piece, however, is a novelty. Despite the fact that hexagons can be cut from

a sheet of metal without spaces between the flans, and so avoid some waste of effort in manufacture,

coins of this shape are almost unparalleled.

FRANCE. A series not yet noticed is the aluminum series of 1941, which was struck with

the same dies used previously for the brass coins of this type. The 1 franc piece on hand is not dif-

ferent from earlier coins, except for the metal, of course.

IRAN. A group of servicemen just returned from Persia has shown us a specimen of the

new 10 rial piece dated 1323 A.S., which is 1944; the coin is part of a series previously described up

to and including the 5 rials. Our 10 rials is very similar to the smaller denominations except for

value, which is 10; the size is 32mm and the piece is 2mm thick; it was made from American lend-

lease silver, as was the rest of the series.
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ITALY. Similar to earlier issues of the series, an Italian 10 centesimi brass of 1943 (year

XXI E.F.) has been received. It represents the last Fascist issue before the surrender.

A curious miss-strike with the edge milled only about 1/3 of the width, has come to our at-

tention. The coin in question is a nickel 1 lira of 1939, and came with many other recent Italian

coins. It might be well to point out that the entire series of 1941 is of different composition from
the series of 1936-1940; while the first was of nickel and bronze, the latter is of acmonital and brass.

A curious case of apparently private satirical engraving on a regular 20 lire coin of 1928 has

come to hand; the steel helmet of the king has been flattened to permit two lines of engraved inscrip-

tion to be placed over it and the strap has been re-engraved into a club, also inscribed. The legend

above the head reads "OFFICIO CORONATIONE/IMP.ETHIOPIAE” (On Coronation As Em-
peror of Ethiopia); the club has "A.D.MCMXLIII.” (A.D. 1943) which is the date of the British

"knock-out” blow that put an end to Victor Emanuel’s rule in Ethiopia. The piece is owned by Mr.
Kimpolung of New York.

NETHERLANDS. A curious looking cent of 1943 is on hand, apparently of yellow brass —
though we have never seen any such composition used in the Dutch series. The regular square 5 cent

piece, as it is known for many years, has also been struck in 1943. There is no mint mark on this

coin, but the 1 cent brass mentioned above has the Philadelphia mint mark.

Mention must also be made of the silver Rijksdalder (2l/
2 gilders), Guilder, Kwartje (25 cents)

and 10 cent piece, all dated 1944 and struck at Philadelphia except the 2/2 guilders which was struck

in 1940 and issued by the Utrecht mint. This latter coin was among those carried to London by the

Dutch Government in Exile, and carried back to the Netherlands by our invading armies. Except

for the mint mark P, the 1944 coins are much the same as older Dutch coins. They were sent by Pvt.

Kurt Holzer, who picked them out of circulation in liberated Dutch territory.

RUSSIA. Similar to previous dates, the 20, 15 and 10 kopeck of 1943 have been received. The
composition is the same as in former years.

TUNISIA. A zinc 10 centimes 1942, similar in design to the earlier nickel issues, has been

received. It appears to be a product of the Nazi-Vichy era and contemporaneous with the ETAT
FRANCAIS issues.

UNITED STATES. The 5 cent coin here illustrated is very similar to one described in an

article in our previous issue. The author was not sure whether it was a pattern or a counterfeit —
but the fact that our present specimen has been stamped with a large X, apparently to prevent its

further circulation, makes it clear the coin was not a government issue.

CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA. A highly unusual piece has recently come to our

attention. It is a regular I860 Seated Liberty Dollar (possibly of the New Orleans mint, though the

entire front of the coin has been flattened out) which has been engraved as follows:

"W.H.Dixon/Payment in full/for/two years service/inthe/U. S. A. /May, 1865.” We have

no idea who Dixon was and what he did during the Civil War, but we assume this silver dollar was
given him either before or after his period of service; some silver dollars did circulate for special pur-

poses alongside the Confederate paper money. Apparently, perhaps on enlistment, Dixon received a

dollar and preserved it, later having it engraved as a memento of the "lost cause”.
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VENEZUELA. A store-card consisting of a mirror with a coin-facsimile as back has been

used in several countries, including Germany and Austria. The one here illustrated bears the name

of a watch manufacturer, OMEGA Y PATRIA — SON LOS MEJORES RELOJES (Omega and Pat-

ria are the best watches), and the back, of aluminum, has the well-done impression of a 5 Bolivares

piece of 1879.

WESTPHALIA. During the German Inflation after the first world war, many of the German

provinces and other administrative units issued their own local emergency coinages. Among those de-

serving some attention because of a fairly decent artistic standard, are the series of aluminum and brass

coins issued in the Prussian province of Westphalia. But the course of inflation was even swifter than

the ability of the coining press to strike regular series of coins — within a two years’ span, the same

pair of dies used to produce the l/
2

mark, was slightly altered for the striking of a V4 million mark

coin ! Sic transit gloria mundi ....

FREYBURG. A bronze strike of the well-known 4 francs silver of 1813 of this Swiss Canton,

but on a slightly thin planchet, has come to hand and deserves attention. Such strikes are very rarely

met with.

A CURIOUS OVERSTRIKE. The coin here illustrated is an English penny of George III,

dated 1807 (though the date is no longer discernable)
;

it has been overstruck on both sides with

the following type

:

''DIXy'star-rosace-star/CENTS/star-rosace-star.” This die has been applied twice on both sides,

and it may well be that the piece before us is merely a mint master’s trial strike, and that he used

the first best coin he found for his experiment. However, the possibility of a restruck or a pattern coin,

a token, is considered. Haiti, Canada and French-speaking islands in the Western Hemisphere may be

the place of origin for this highly unusual overstrike.

GERMAN-AMERICAN MEDAL. The silver medal here illustrated was amply described in

our previous issue.

THE SOCIETY OF MEDALISTS’ THIRTIETH ISSUE; A TIMELY MEDAL BY MR.

YOUNG. Inscribed RIGGERS on one side, and RIVETERS on the other, the topi£ of Mahonri M.

Young’s new medal seems to fit our present era well enough; "A whole host of subjects cried to be

done” . . . states Mr. Young, . . . "but I settled on one of my first loves - Labor.” The medal and

additional information thereon may be had directly from the Society, at 115 East 40th Street, New York.

NEW AND RECENT ISSUES OF FOREIGN PAPER MONEY

PHILIPPINE EMERGENCY MONEY.
Just received through the courtesy of Mr. Klaus, are the following "Guerilla” notes, which will be shown in the

next issue, but may be briefly listed as follows: Leyte Provincial Board, 1941, 10, 1 Peso, 50, 20c (Commonwealth);

Cebu 1 Peso, 1941, Iloilo 5 Pesos, 1941 (Philippine National Bank).

BELGIUM.
Mr. Harry M. Sidlett, of New York, has given us permission to illustrate the new Belgian 5 franc bill, apparently

issued in 1943. No coins in the amount of 5 and 10 francs have been reported struck by the Allies thus far, and

the only coins of those denomination now in circulation are pre-war and Nazi isues. The 10 franc bill, which is

green, is similar to the 5 franc note.
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CHINA.
The American Banknote Company is responsible for the new blue 5 dollar bill 1940, which has just been received.

It is issued by the Bank of China and has the portrait of Dr. Sun on one side and a pagoda on the other. The
present face value of this bill is approximately 20c

!

A red 1 cent bill, small size, issued by The Central Bank of China in 1939, shows a reproduction of the bronze 1

fen coin on one side and a pagoda on the reverse; it is owned by Keith Highet, of New York.

FRANCE.
Mr. Girolamo, of New York, sends us a 5 franc bill dated July 22, 1943, and showing a youth on one side with

a girl on the other; a bearded old head is the watermark. Whether this is a North African issue or whether the

bill was printed in metropolitan France under the occupation, is hard to determine.

GERMANY.
Mr. Sidlett has also lent us what seems to be the first comprehensive series of Allied Invasion Currency for Occupied

Germany, consisting of 5, 1 and % mark bills, all dated 1944. They have the same basic design — neutral

ornaments with a large M (for Military?) in center — and the inscription ALLIERTE MILITAERBEHOERDE
(Allied Military Government) on the upper margin.

The value and date is overprinted in various colors, red, blue and green for the 5, 1 and l/2 mark bills respectively.

The legend reads: IN UMLAUF GESETZT IN DEUTSCHLAND — SERIE 1944 — serial number — SERIE 1944

—EINE MARK” — (Issued in Germany, Series of 1944, One Mark). The bills are of uniform size, half the

customary size of banknotes.

On the other side of the fence is a small, red 5 pfennig note issued by the Nazi Army; it reads: 5 RPF — FUENF
REICHSPFENNIG — 5 RPF — DEUTSCHE WEHRMACHT (seal) — BEHELFSZAHLUNGSMITTEL FUER DIE
DEUTSCHE WEHRMACHT — DEUTSCHE WEHRMACHT (seal) — DIESER SCHEIN 1ST KEIN OEFFENT-
LICHES ZAHLUNGSMITTEL, SONDERN NUR FUER DEN GELDVERKEHR INNERHALB DER DEUTSCHEN
WEHRMACHT BESTIMMT.

(Translation: 5 Reichspfennig, German Army, Auxiliary Currency for the German Army, This note is not legal

tender, but destined only for transactions within the German Army.)

The reverse is blank.

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES.
From Hollandia comes a yellow 50 cent bill, similar to larger bills described in previous issues; it was issued March

2, 1943 or thereafter. The bill is in Dutch and Malay, the latter using Roman letters.

NEW CALEDONIA.
Exceptionally well printed is a new 20 franc bill issued at Noumea by the Bank of Indo-China, without date. This
bill has a native girl and a native fisherman watching a boat on one side, and a Polynesian mask on the other; new
bills are needed constantly by the large U. S. forces stationed in the islands.

PHILIPPINES.
Mr. Edward Root, of Jackson Heights, N. Y., has lent us three Philippine bills which he has just received through a

Marine friend; the Japanese 1 peso bill differs from similar issues in that it shows an actual monument (which?)
and it also has a serial number printed in red on the obverse.

The legend reads: ONE PESO (on both sides) — ONE — THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT — ONE 1 — ONE
PESO — DAI NIPPON TEIKOKU SEIFU (Jap. "Japanese Imperial Government”). The reverse has ONE one
PESO and there is also a watermark, native flower ( ? )

.

The 50 and 10 centavos bills are small and similar to other Japanese Invasion bills; they have the overprints PI

and PT, respectively, both in red. The 1 centavo bill has been seen by the Editor, and we believe the 5 centavo exists.

SPAIN.
Mrs. William Seabrook has been kind enough to lend us a Spanish 1 peseta bill issued at "Burgos, 28 de Febrero

de 1938, il ano triunfal”. The issuer is The Bank of Spain. Obverse, eagle holding Spanish arms, and value;

reverse, value. The most interesting thing about this bill is that it was printed at- Milan, Italy.

UNITED STATES.
A set of 18 black postal note stamps has been issued February 1, 1945 and the new notes will be used to send

currency through the mails; they are in denominations ranging from $ 0.00 to $10.00, to which the special stamps

(from lc to 90c) will affixed, thus making it possible to assemble any amount between lc and 10 dollars. The
words "POSTAL NOTE” appear on the stamps.
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FROM HERE AND FAR
By Hans Holzer

"Our dear friend: If half a loaf is better

than broken crusts, then is half a book more

precious than wind-driven leaves. Here is half

a book,—the first half, however,—of something

that has a precious feel. Mrs. Evans thought you

might like to possess it. Therein, now and again,

you may spend a toilfree hour in tomb and tem-

ple of a by-gone day, where Art’s undying tongue

tells tales to those whose understanding’s ears

have been unstopped.” (Dr. Albert Evans to

Reinhold Faelton, Boston, 18th September 1924,

in a letter just found) ....

. . . ATHENS, November 2 (AP through Stoats-

zeitung-Herold) : Barter is taking the place of

money payments . . . single cigarets serve as

small change and house wives in Athens take

boxes of cigarets, chocolate and home-grown

vegetables along when they go to market . . .

on the other hand, cigarets sell for a fistful of

drachma bills; bundles of money for a can of

food in Athens . . . (N.Y . Post, Nov 1) . . .

stabilization and issue of a new drachma came

November 9th . . . the Bank of Greece is buying

all old drachmas back at the rate of 50 billion

to one . . . (INS) . . . 600 of the new drachmas

are worth one English Pound . . . 200 trillions

of the old, now devalued drachma were needed

to buy one gold sovereign ... The Chicago Sun,

a great newspaper, never fails to mention that

there is such a thing in this world as Numismatic

Review . . . thanks to David Lidman, its Stamp

Editor, who manages to squeeze into limited

space a veritable encyclopedia of information . . .

"the latest number of the Review has just come

in and I am glad to see you are keeping it up

well. You are certainly entitled to call on your

friends for reading matter — writes Shepard

Pond, who by this time we hope, has fully re-

covered do not wish to miss any of

them as they are going to be a big part in my

library . .
.” says Donald P. Hunt, of Alhambra,

California ... a pert little booklet listing the

members of the Boston Numismatic Society has

come in . . . this venerable society was founded

in I860 and is junior only to the Philadelphia

and New York societies ... its guiding spirit

for many years past has been that great numis-

matist, Shepard Pond . . . this columnist’s brother,

Pvt. Kurt Holzer, has contributed a substantial re-

port on monetary conditions in France ... his

letter was mailed in November, 1944 . . . ''There

are still a few old 10 and 25 centimes pieces to

be seen (the nickel ones) but mostly the new

zinc ones. Also 50 centimes in aluminum bronze,

1 franc, 2 francs. Have never seen or heard of

any 5 francs piece but there may be one in issue.

In notes, they use both the Allied issue and the

old Banque de France, especially in higher de-

nominations. Starting with 2 francs, you have

5, 10, 50, 100, 500 and 1000, which are fairly

common. As for value, that’s rather uncertain.

For a meal in a restaurant, in a small town, you

might well pay 7 to 100 francs. Soap, if you

could get it, is about 60 francs for a small piece.

Eggs are sold for about 35 francs a dozen. Don’t

know whether that gives you an idea of the pro-

portionate values. In any case, instead of money,

they much rather take goods. For a few packs of

cigarets you can get anything in the way of

food. In the shops, in Paris in particular, they

always ask you for cigarets or chocolate and gladly

take it instead of money. One pack of cigarets

valued at approximately 50 to 75 francs — you

can get the idea!” . . . Pvt. Kurt Holzer has just

sent in some brand new coins from Belgium and

the Netherlands, which he picked out of circu-

lation near Liege, Belgium . . . what other numis-

matic columnist gets SUCH service . . . here is

an item from U. S. occupied Germany, November

14, AP, where a couple of our boys accidently

found a hidden treasure in an old abandoned

castle (no kidding) . . . among the many valu-
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able things found, there was a coin collection

. . . everything has been put into a safe place

until the real owner can claim it ... it happened

at Rimburg Castle, near Rimburg, Holland, just

over the German border, ... "I received the

July issue of Numismatic Review. I read a few

of the articles out of it during my dinner period

and I liked it very much” writes William J.

Delaney, of Philadelphia, Pa. . . . Alden Scott

Boyer is the man who collects old coin operated

machines ... his museum in Chicago contains

150 old-time coin devices and he certainly seems

to have hit the jackpot with his unique idea

. . . slot machines, music boxes, etc., "make a

grand assortment of historical value” ... "I am

preserving them for future generations to see”

states Mr. Boyer in a special reprint of an article

originally published in the Automatic Age Maga-

zine, February 1940 . . . our servicemen in Italy

get their pay in high denomination bills and thus

are induced to use their funds for gambling, an

October 26th AP despatch from Washington

quotes the opinion of two economists, according

to Francis J.
Kelly (this sounds theoretical enough

for a dozen economists) . . . the Philippine In-

vasion brought into the limelight the problem

of Japanese sponsored Philippine paper money

now in circulation . . . American currency has

long been withdrawn by the Japanese who sub-

stituted their own "military” or invasion peso,

but permitted the old Philippine bills to continue

in circulation ... an Oct. 20 AP story by Ray

Cronin tells of the exchange rate on the black

market in Manila — 10 Japanese pesos for one

old Philippine peso . . . and 20 for one American

dollar . . . everybody trying to get rid of the

Japanese enforced money . . . even the Japanese

preferred the old money in transactions . . . the

Filipinos referred to the Jap money as Mickey

Mouse Money ... on November 27, Murlin

Spencer of AP reports how he spent 4000 pesos

of Japanese military currency, which had been

holed and declared invalid . . . how he paid 100

pesos of this money for a glass of water and 200

pesos for a cup of coffee ... all in fun, of

course ... at the gala annual dinner of the

Bronx Coin Club, on October 24th, our editor

was guest of honor ... in his speech he empha-

sized the urgency of putting one’s numismatic

findings on paper because too many valuable

and important ideas or discoveries die with those

who made them . . . "Hello — you are sure

doing a real fine job. Best wishes”, writes

Walter H. Resler, of New York . . . the Ameri-

can dollar bills with the overprinted word

HAWAII, which were exclusively used for the

island when the danger of Japanese invasion

seemed imminent, have now been withdrawn and

regular American currency is again in circulation

in Hawaii, though some of the overprinted bills

are still in circulation and will be permitted to

be used . . . silver medals were given out to the

winners of a children’s animal naming contest

on October 29, in a ceremony at the Central Park

Zoo in New York ... in the N. Y. Post of

November 1, Sylvia F. Porter says "the Italian

people prefer our Allied military currency to

their own money. The explanation? President

Roosevelt had said that American dollars would

be used to support the Allied fiat currency. So

the Italians have faith in the Invasion money”

. . . there are Moscow’s "liberation crowns” for

the liberated areas of Czecho-Slovakia . . . dur-

ing the year 1944, over 3,000,000,000 coins of

various denominations have been turned out by

the three mints of Philadelphia, Denver and San

Francisco . . . $7,000,000 worth of steel pennies

are still in circulation . . . "best thanks for the

Vol. 2, No. 1 of the Numismatic Review just

received. The opening number of your second

year is — it seems to me — first-rate in its varied

interest and general get-up” writes our dear

friend, Mr. Pearce, from England . . . thanks . . .

and he concludes: "I wish the editors of the

Numismatic Review a very happy Christmas in

the consciousness of a good work very well ac-

complished and a happier New Year in which

the word will be continued in a war-free world.
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All good luck to you both from yours sincerely,

J. W. E. Pearce” . . . The Rev. Otto L. Schreiber,

of Kingston, N. Y., whom we know as a fine

gentleman and an ardent and conscientious schol-

ar, has through the years assembled one of the

finest collections of Lutheran Reformation medals

and related items . . . Dr. Schreiber recently pre-

sented the collection, neatly arranged on trays,

and numbering 530 items, to the Lutheran Theo-

logical Seminary in Phildelphia . . . the Philadel-

phia Record of Sept. 30, 1944 shows Dr. Schrei-

ber handing the collection to Dr. Reed, president

of the seminary — the work of 27 years of study

made this collection, which includes pieces from

1617 to 1938, one of the finest of its kind in the

entire world . . .
previously, The Kingston Daily

Freeman (May 24, 1944) had told the story of

Dr. Schreiber’s collection, and how he compiled

a catalogue for free distribution ... all metals,

including gold, are represented . . . American 2-

dollar bills are the only denominations not being

counterfeited by the Nazis . . . they are readily

accepted everywhere, whereas other values are

carefully scrutinized . . . The Treasury Press

Service gives a comprehensive picture of Allied

Invasion currency throughout the many cam-

paigns . . . where now on the Italian notes the

words "Issued in Italy” appear, the words "Uni-

ted States” were at first placed fictitiously, and

where "lira” is printed, were such unrevealing

terms as "dollars” or "shillings”. Design for the

bills had to be completed in complete secrecy . . .

(August 2, 1943) ... on July 19, 1943, two

huge transport planes took off with the money

destined for Italy . . . the "Hawaiian dollar —
regular American currency overprinted with the

word HAWAII—has been used extensively in

the spreading offensive operations against the

Japanese ... the rate of exchange established

for liberated islands of the Central Pacific is 20

Japanese military yen for one Hawaiian dollar

. . . this rate was determined in the light of pre-

vailing circumstances . . .
(Feb. 9, 1944) . . .

notes of the Banque Nationale de Belgique have

been made available to Allied forces . . . they are

partly currency taken to London from Belgium

in 1940 and partly new bills recently printed in

London by the Belgian Government. In addition,

the Belgian Government has made available pre-

war Belgian coins and a new series of 2 franc

coins minted by the Philadelphia Mint . . .
(Sept.

13, 1944) . . . the Netherlands Government took

similar steps . . . the currency supplied to our

troops include bills recently printed in the United

States and a new series of 1 guilder, 25 cents

and 10 cents coins minted at Philadelphia . . .

2.65 guilders are 1 dollar . . . these new coins

may be found elsewhere in this issue . . .
(Sept.

16, 1944) . . . Allied military marks circulate

at par with Reichmarks in Allied-occupied Ger-

man territory ... for computing purposes, a pro-

visional rate of 10 marks to the dollar has been

established . . . (Oct. 3, 1944) . . . Treasury

silver supplied to various foreign governments

under lend-lease for coining purposes and other

war usages amounts to 243,700,000 fine ounces

... as basic metal in the new alloy used for the

American 5 cent piece after 1942, the so-called

"silver nickel”, 33,600,000 fine ounces of silver

have been used . . . India received an allotment

of 100,000,000 fine ounces ... all silver thus

supplied must be returned to the Treasury after

the war on an ounce-for-ounce basis . . .
(Dec. 7,

1944) . . . U. S. forces in the Philippines now

use a new "Victory Series” of Philippine currency

and a new 1944 series of Philippine coins pre-

pared beforehand ... the coins were struck at

the U. S. Mint . . . notes have the signature of

President Osmena and consist of Philippine Trea-

sury certificates in the denominations of 1, 2, 5,

10 and 20 pesos, of the same basic design as

the old bills, but with the new designation "Vic-

tory Series No. 66” on the face. The seal and

serial numbers are now in blue instead of red.

On the back of the notes is printed the word

VICTORY in large letters over the design . . .

the new 1944 coins are 50, 20 and 10 centavo

silver pieces of the same composition as before
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the war ... in the 5 centavo coin the new "nickel-

silver” alloy has been used . . . and the new 1

centavo is of the same copper alloy as our present

cent ... all coins have the Commonwealth seal

on the reverse and the exchange rate is the same

as in pre-war days, two pesos for one American

dollar . .. (Nov. 16, 1944) . . . the Vichy French

zinc alloy coins with the central hole and some

corn stalks on the reverse side have been the

butt of a sad joke . . . The inscription on these

pieces, ETAT FRANCAIS, combined with the

French word for hole, TROU and the word for

corn, BLE reads ETAT FRANCAIS TROUBLE,
which is The French State in trouble ... We
are happy to report M. Paul Tinchant of Brussels,

well known expert in Roman coins, is well . . .

Our editor apologizes for placing his own article

first in this issue, remarking he does not feel a

study of Janus should be put anywhere else; when

he began the paper, he planned it only as a

page editorial for the New Year . . . only 300

Inauguration medals have been struck on occasion

of President Roosevelt’s fourth inauguration . . .

the design is by Jo Davidson, noted N. Y. sculp-

tor .. . the Treasury Department, for the first

time, revealed some of the foreign countries that

had their coins struck at our mints . . . nearly

800,000,000 coins were struck for these friendly

nations during 1944 . . . "franc coins were struck

at the Philadelphia Mint from melted-down shell

cases ...” (we have seen the Free French 50

centimes of this series, but nothing higher) . . .

new coins were designed and executed for Ethio-

pia, comprising 1 silver and 4 copper pieces with

the portrait of Emperor Haile Selasie . . . copper

kroners were struck for Greenland, similar to

earlier designs . . . silver riyals for Saudi Arabia

... all orders were executed by The Mint at cost

. . . the new Mexican "centenario” or 50 peso

shows the traditional design with the words 50

PESOS restored . . . the words were left off the

1943 issue when the fluctuating price of gold

made it advisable . . . Howard R. Newcomb, noted

specialist in U. S. cents and gold, died recently at

his California home . . . the new U. S. coins for

1945 are out . . . Mr. Girolamo tells us of a

German zinc pfennig 1944, proving that the Ger-

mans still issue coins, though most of their money

is now paper currency ... he also sent us a clip-

ping from the Bronx Home News reporting that

German Nazi marks are to continue in circulation

for the present in Allied-occupied German terri-

tory ... a Netherlands 2l/
2 guilder silver dollar

is reported for 1943, although we have not seen

it . . . our dear friend, Mr. Herbert Lloyd Weir

of Douglaston, L. I., exhibited his collection lo-

cally and his story was featured in The Ledger,

hometown paper, of January 19, 1945 ... he

is a specialist in modern series ... is there any-

thing, from here or far, that we haven’t mention-

ed ? Tell us

!

EXCHANGE INITIATED
a

The Government of Palestine, through their Department of Antiquities at Jerusalem, have pro-

posed to exchange their QUARTERLY for our REVIEW, a request which NUMISMATIC REVIEW
considered an honor to accede to. The proper steps have already been taken. This adds materially to

the circle of contemporaries with whom we maintain such cordial relations, including, as it does, many

American and foreign publications in the field. With one or two notable exceptions, all important

journals are represented.
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QUERIES AND ANSWERS
Dear Sir : Enclosed find three store cards the history of which I should like to learn. Quite

possible that a query in your REVIEW would bring forth some light on them. Sincerely,

Edward f.
Obert, Center Harbor, N. H.

Answer : Mr. Obert sent us three nickel tokens issued by haciendas in Mexico and Chile(?).

They may briefly be described as follows:

1. Yucatan, Mexico. 61/4 cents (equalling \/2
rea0 1889, issued by Miguel Espinosa Rendon.

Peon to 1., harvesting. "MIGUEL ESPINOSA RENDON — Conventional" Rx. 614/YUCATAN
/HACIENDA CHINKILA — 1889-. Plain edge, 25mm.

2. Same place. 3 cents 1889. As before. Plain edge, 22mm.

3. Chile(?), San Carlos. 10 centavos n.d. issued by the Cantine at Manal & Co. View of factory

among palms. MANAL Y COMPANIA. Rx. 10, around, CANTINA SAN CARLOS. Plain edge,

24mm.

The number of hacienda tokens, even of recent date, is of course very great, and occasionally

an interesting story is behind the issue, but generally these tokens were issued for use as small change

around the farms, factories and plantations, where the distance from larger centers prevented the nor-

mal flow of money from reaching these outlying places. If any of our readers have a notion of the

story behind these three pieces, will they not kindly communicate with the Query Editor? Eds.

Dear Sir: We thoroughly enjoyed Mr. Stack’s article in the first issue of the Numismatic

Review entitled "Unpublished California Gold Bars of Hentsch & Berton", wherein was mentioned

the specimen in our museum.

At this time we have had a request for information regarding the Facsimile of the famous Cali-

fornia Fifty Dollar Gold Slug used by the pioneers and are wondering if you can send us any data

concerning it—when it was issued; in commemoration of which anniversary, its value if any, where

one can now be obtained, etc. We have one in our collection but regret to state that our files give

us no information. Our facsimile gold slug is quite similar to the octagonal fifty dollar gold slug issued

by the U. S. Assay Office in San Francisco in 1852—on the obverse, the same eagle design but with

the inscription as quoted above; on the reverse, the seal of California with the following inscription.

Souvenir Pioneer Days of California — The Days of ’49. The date given on the facsimile is 1850.

Any information you can furnish us will be greatly appreciated.

Wilhelmina T. Hoagland, Historian

Wells Fargo Bank & Union Trust Co.

San Francisco, California.

Answer: The Numismatist of August, 1913, vol. 26, 432, gives a brief article with illustration

of the obverse, and makes it clear the piece was a private medal or token of the year 1913, and appar-

ently made by a Mr. C. G. Brinker of San Francisco. We are not sure whether there were several

varieties and we are of the opinion that they were sold in connection with the Panama-Pacific Exposi-

tion as Mr. Stack believes. The pieces are not very rare, but of course have considerable historical in '

1 .0.M.
terest.
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THE MAKING OF OUR CENT. It's a long way from the designer s model to be

finished die . . . these pictures, taken at the Mint in Philadelphia, show the steps necessary

until actual striking can be started .... if coining machines run too fast, all sorts of mis-strikes

occur . . . see below.

MIS-STRUCK U. S. COINS OF RECENT DATES
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
In order to help those seeking advice, the editors will gladly arrange for an appointment; some

well-meaning people come in at moments when we are busy and we cannot devote our full attention

to them. We cannot be responsible for the loss or damage of unsolicited manuscripts, but all reason-

able care will be taken of them. Articles should be typewritten and double spaced. The identity of

writers of articles signed with pseudonyms must be known to the editors. The right to make slight

changes is reserved, and except under special circumstances, proofs cannot be furnished to authors be-

cause of war conditions. There is no censorship of opinion expressed by authors; provided some ar-

guments of weight are presented for a novel theory, we are willing to print it, although publication of

a view does not mean that the editors necessarily agree with it. Highly tenuous suggestions without

substantial new evidence will be printed in the query columns if they seem to be of sufficient interest;

all allusions to religion and politics of our own times are avoided, when of a kind that might offend

any reader. Acceptance or rejection of all articles rests finally with the editor.

Numismatic Review is published four times a year, and approximately towards the end of the

months of January, April, July and October; for many reasons, we cannot always be out on time, but

all efforts are made to speed up production. Our readers, who have been very patient thus far, are asked

to bear with us under the circumstances The Editors

FROM THE PUBLISHERS. The firm of Stack’s acts as owner, and distributor of the magazine;

J.
B. Stack and Morton M. Stack are the publishers. THE CURRENT RATE IS $7.00 a YEAR OR $2.50

A COPY, BUT ALL CHARTER SUBSCRIBERS, CHARTER RATE SUBSCRIBERS, IN SHORT, ALL
THOSE WHOSE SUBSCRIPTIONS WERE RECEIVED BEFORE AUGUST 20, 1943, WILL CON-
TINUE TO PA\ THE RENEWAL RATE OF $4.00 A YEAR. But two year subscriptions are now
offered at $8.00, up to June, 1946.

Renewal bills for the next year, July 1944 to June 1945 were attached to a previous issue; if

you paid $4.00 originally, you continue to pay $4.00 indefinitely; if your rate was $7.00, this will be
the rate for the present volume.

A REMINDER
For those few who have not as yet been able to take advantage of the 20% reduction granted to

all subscribers to Numismatic Review,

The first two reference books issued by the publishers of Numismatic Review, inaugurating a long

series, have been almost entirely distributed. Both were limited editions.

Howard R. Newcomb; "U. S. Cents 1816- 1857”

293 pages— 11 master plates—numerous illustrations—9l/
2 x 12 Cloth 5.00

De Luxe 15.00

Howard D. Gibbs: "Chinese Imperial Names”

A finding list of era and personal names on Chinese Imperial coins. Cloth, with cardboard jacket

in the traditional Chinese manner 3.75

To subscribers, we reapeat, 20% less.

There are now two other important compendia and handbooks in preparation to be released dur-

ing this season ;
other works of importance which are both numismatically distinguished and practically

useful, will be considered for early publication from time to time.
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WHO’S WHO IN THIS ISSUE

Joseph Barnett, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has been an outstanding collector and student of Ameri-

cana, but Civil War tokens in particular, for many years; his work in this field is perhaps too well

known to need further mention.

E. Gallo-Ruiz, of the Department of Romance languages, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,

has written various essays dealing chiefly with medallic art.

Edward Gans, of New York, is a connoisseur of fine art, and has had many years experience

with fine ancient coins, both here and abroad.

Howard D. Gibbs, of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is an outstanding authority and collector of media

of exchange and primitive monies. His series of articles on the subject are well known.

Thomas H. Hilton, of New York, General Manager and Chief Engineer of a large aircraft machin-

ery plant, is also a Consulting Aeronautical Engineer and has flown an average of 50,000 miles a

year. Lately he has had much opportunity to acquaint himself with economic and monetary conditions

in foreign zones.

Hans Holzer, of Elmhurst, N. Y., has been a pupil of Professor Pink of the Vienna Museum,

and Professor Rudolf Egger of the Austrian Archeological Institute, and of Professor Castle and others

of the National School of Journalism; more recently, he was engaged in special studies at Columbia

University, also heading the Foreign Department at Stack s.

Paul F. Klaasesz, of Buffalo, N. Y., a lawyer by profession, has been interested in the more re-

cent series of coins of the world.

Thomas Ollive Mabbott, a numismatist since early youth, is by profession associate Professor of

English at Hunter College. He recently delivered the oration at the 25th Anniversary Celebration of

Phi Beta Kappa at that institution.

Hans M. F. Schulman, of New York, a member of the well-known family of numismatists, has

shown interest in the Indonesian and South American series, as well as the media of exchange in use

throughout the Pacific.

Max M. Schwartz, of Cedarhurst, L. I., by profession a lawyer, is a specialist in American Presi-

dential medals, tokens and campaign items, particularly Washingtonian; he has contributed to The

Numismatist, and other journals, and was selected to serve on the U. S. Assay Commission for 1945.

Phares O. Sigler, Lt. Col., U. S. A., at present the Staff Judge Advocate, Alaskan Department,

has written numerous articles on odd-shaped and curious media of exchange, particularly those used by

the aborigines; his work has appeared in our magazine, the Numismatist, and elsewhere.

Joseph B. Stack, one of the associates of Stacks, is a collector of Washingtoniana, and lectures

on counterfeiting.

Harry J.
Stein, of New York, a lawyer by profession, has been a specialist in the Palestinian field

for many years
;
he has written several articles on Palestinian and other ancient topics.

Cornelius Clarkson Vermeule, 111, at present in service, is a young student of great promise,

whose initial work has appeared in our magazine some time ago. He specializes in ancient coins.
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RENTZMANN'S NUMISMATISCHES LEGENDEN-LEXICON
%

(1865 and 1878)

Translated, revised and brought up to date.

PART I—THE RULERS OF THE WESTERN WORLD
(Seventh instalment)

In this list there will be found all rulers with right of coinage of the Western World since the early middle
ages up to our day, arranged in alphabetic order. Rentzman originally listed all the abbreviations as found on the coins,

but we believe our readers will realize in what different ways a name, such as Charles or Carolus, could possibly be
abbreviated, and we have therefore omitted these long lists of shortenings, giving only the full name, in English of
each ruler. A Latin glossary will be added later.

The figures in brackets after the rules' names denote the dynastic number of each according to the succession in
his own country. They may be different for one man who happened to rule two or more countries. The spelling of the
names is in present-day English, but where there seemed to be no adequate English version, the present-day native form
was used; and in some cases, where even this could not be ascertained, the old Latin spelling was retained.

If there is only one date given, it marks either the beginning, the end or the approximate period of the person's
reign, according to the position of the date in the text. H.

Cialno Canterbury 830-870
Cili Holy Cross of Nordhausen ab. 1158
Cindasvinth Visigoths 642-649 d.652
Cintula Visigoths 636-640
Civard Triest -1211
Claudius Malta 1553-1557
Claudius Val di Taro 1563-1590
Clement (V) Rome, Avignon 1305-1314
Clement (VI) Rome, Avignon 1342-1352
Clement (VII) Rome 1378-1394
Clement (VII) Rome, Avignon, Fuligno 1523-1534
Clement (VIII) Rome, Avignon 1592-1605
Clement (VIII) Ferrara, Bologna 1597-1605
Clement (IX) Rome 1667-1669
Clement (X) Rome, Ferrara 1670-1676
Clement (XI) Rome, Ferrara 1700-1721
Clement (XII) Rome, Gubbio 1730-1740
Clement (XIII) Rome, Gubbio 1758-1769
Clement (XIV) Rome 1769-1774
Clement August Ratisbon 1716-1719
Clement August Muenster, Paderborn 1719-1761
Clement August Osnabrueck 1721-1761
Clement August Cologne 1723-1761
Clement August Hildesheim 1724-1761
Clement August Teutonic Order 1732-1761
Clement Wenceslas Freising 1763-1768
Clement Wenceslas Ratisbon 1763-1769
Clement Wenceslas Treves 1768-1802
Clement Wenceslas
Coelestine

Augsburg, Ellwangen
St. Gallen

1768-1802
1687-1696

Coelestine St. Emeran 1791-1803
Coenwulf (I) Mercia 819-820
Coenwulf (II) Mercia 874-877
Cofai Essen 1487-1488
Coloman Hungary 1095-1114
Coloman Muerbach, Lueders 1663-1665
Conan (I) Brittany 987-992
Conan (II) Brittany 1040-1066
Conan (III) Brittany 1112-1148
Conan (IV) Brittany 1148-1170
Conrad Burgundy-County, Lyons 937-993
Conrad Lorraine 944-953
Conrad Alcmannia 982-997
Conrad (I) Germany 912-918
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Conrad (II)

Conrad
Conrad (I)

Conrad
Conrad
Conrad (I)

Conrad (I)

Conrad (I)

Conrad (II) & (HI)

Conrad
Conrad
Conrad
Conrad
Conrad
Conrad (II)

Conrad (I)

Conrad (I)

Conrad (I)

Conrad
Conrad
Conrad (I)

Conrad
Conrad (I)

Conrad (II)

Conrad (III)

Conrad (I)

Conrad
Conrad
Conrad (IV)

Conrad
Conrad (I)

Conrad (II)

Conrad (II)

Conrad (II)

Conrad
Conrad (I)

Conrad (II)

Conrad
Conrad (I)

Conrad (I)

Conrad
Conrad (II)

Conrad (I)

Conrad (II)

Conrad (HI)

Conrad
Conrad
Conrad
Conrad (IV)

Conrad (III)

Conrad (V)

Conrad (I)

Conrad (III)

Conrad (IV)

Conrad (II)

Conrad (X)
Conrad (III)

Conrad (IV)

Conrad (II)

Conrad William
Constance
Constantine

Constantine

Constantine

Constantine

Constantine

Germany 1024-1039

Bavaria 1049-1053

Sneyer 1056-1060

Geneva ab. 1087

Bohemia 1093-1093

Utrecht 1076-1099

Fulda 1134-1140

Magdeburg 1134-1142

Germany, Parma, Asti, Genoa 1138-1152

Meissen 1123-1156

Pegau 1127-1156

Augsburg 1150-1167

Salzburg 1164-1168

Salzburg 1177-1183

Fulda 1177-1192

Hildesheim 1194-1198

Wuerzburg 1198-1202

Mayence 1162-1165

Erfurt, Heiligenstadt 1183-1200

Flalberstadt 1201-1209

Metz 1211-1224

Triest 1212-1230

Osnabrueck 1227-1238

Hildesheim 1221-1247

Fulda 1222-1249

Meissen 1240-1258

Minden 1209-1236

Cologne, Westphalia 1238-1261

Germany, Naples, Sicily 1250-1254

Helmwardshausen ab. 1260

Corvey 1254-1256

Naples 1254-1266

Wuerzburg 1266-1267

Magdeburg 1266-1277

Petersberg (near Saalfeld) ab. 1280

Pegan 1267-1311

Osnabrueck 1278-1296

Brandenburg 1285-1304

Muenster 1306-1310

Oldenburg 1345-1368

Diepholz 1350-1369

Oldenburg 1368-1386

Teutonic Order 1382-1390

Mayence 1390-1396

Teutonic Order 1393-1407

Elsloe 1403-1448

Metz 1415-1459

Diepholz d. 1426

Chur 1440-1441

Mayence 1419-1434

Teutonic Order 1441-1449

Werden 1454-1474

Osnabrueck 1455-1482

Osnabrueck 1482-1508

Muenster 1497-1508

Diepholz 1510-1514

Wuerzburg 1519-1540

Wuerzburg 1540-1544

Werden 1601-1614

Wuerzburg 1683-1684

Sicily 1194-1197

Valachia 1688-1714

Fulda 1714-1726

Moldavia-Valachia 1798-1799

Loewenstein-Wertheim-Rochefort 1789-1806,d.1814

Greece 1913-1917, 1920-1922
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Constantius

Constantius

. Cornelius

Cosimo
Cosimo
Cosimo
Craft

Crato
Crato & Philip Ernest
Cuthred
Cuthred
Cunibert
Cynethryth

(I) Pesaro
( II

)

Pesaro
Liege

(I) Florence

(II) Florence

(III) Florence

Hohenlohe-Neuenstein
Hohenlohe-Neuenstein
Hohenlohe-Neuenstein
Kent
Northumberland
Lombardy
Mercia

(End of letter C. To be Continuted.)

1473-1483
1510-1512

1538-1544, d. 1560
1537-1574
1608-1621
1670-1723

1610(29)-1641
1610(29)-1641

1610-1629
798-805

d.894
688-700
ab. 780
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